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ABSTRACT 

To begin to determine the role tyrosine kinases play in the development of 

the antennal lobe in Manduca sexta, phosphotyrosine levels were examined 

immunocytochemically during critical periods of development. Tyrosine 

phosphorylation was found to be highest in the region of the antennal lobe known to 

contain the growing tips of antennal-lobe neurons and forming synapses. To 

explore the relationship between synapses and tyrosine kinase activity a marker for 

synapses was developed for light microscopy. Manduca synaptotagmin was cloned 

and sequenced and a polyclonal antibody (SYNT76) was produced against the 

amino terminal of the predicted peptide sequence. SYNT76 labeled known synaptic 

neuropils in the brain of Manduca and recognized a single 61 kd protein on 

immunoblots. Immunocytochemical double labeling of antennal lobes for 

synaptotagmin and phosphotyrosine showed that although the patterns were very 

similar there was surprisingly little direct signal overlap. The similarity of 

immunolabeling suggests that tyrosine kinases may affect synapses in the 

developing antennal lobe but the lack of dramatic signal overlap shows that this 

association does not occur at the active zone. 

A trk-like protein was identified immunocytochemically, using an antibody 

against mammalian neurotrophin receptors, in the same regions of the developing 

lobe that contained high levels of phosphotyrosine. Trk-like proteins and 

phosphotyrosine were also found in the growing processes of cultured antennal lobe 
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neurons. To examine the role of trk-like kinases in process outgrowth of 

antennal-Iobe neurons, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor specific for trk-like kinases 

(Tyrphostin AG879) was applied to cultured neurons and was found to inhibit 

process outgrowth from antennal-lobe neurons significantly when compared to cells 

grown under control conditions. To determine the identity of the antennal-lobe 

trk-like proteins outside of their kinase domains the process of cloning trk-like 

messenger RNA was begun with reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reactions 

(RT-PCR). Northern blot analysis using RT-PCR fragments with significant 

sequence similarity to mammalian trk receptors identified a single 4.5 kb trk-like 

transcript in the brain, and specifically in the antennal lobe, during development. 

These data suggest that a trk-like kinase may mediate a developmental signal that 

causes antennal-lobe neurons to grow processes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Developing neurons respond to cues in extracellular environment 

Neurons, which generally complete their divisions in embryonic and early 

postnatal life, undergo significant changes before they become functional members 

of the adult nervous system. Newly bom neurons need to migrate or send processes 

some distance, find a target and differentiate into the proper neuronal type to 

function in their final location. It has been shown that neurons take clues from their 

environment to accomplish these critical steps in nervous system development. 

Discoveries of molecules on the surfaces of developing neurons that play important 

roles in neural development, for instance, adhesion molecules or receptor tyrosine 

kinases, have led to the understanding that developing neurons use cell-surface 

molecules to receive signals from their environment (e.g. Reinke and Zipursky 

1988). Adhesion molecules and receptor tyrosine kinases bind to molecules on the 

surfaces of other cells or to soluble or fixed molecules found in extracellular space 

(e.g. Hynes and Lander 1992). Upon binding to the appropriate substrate many 

adhesion molecules and receptor tyrosine kinases are capable of setting off cascades 

of events inside the cell via associations with other intracellular molecules (e.g. 

Zipursky and Rubin 1994). These events at the cell surface can then be transformed 

into a signal that is carried to different parts of the cellular machinery, such as the 
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cytoskeleton or the nucleus, which can cause the cell to respond to an environmental 

cue, for instance, by migrating or transcribing specific genes (e.g. Turner 1994, 

Zipusky and Rubin 1994). The aim of the work reported here is to further our 

understanding of the molecules that mediate changes that neurons in the developing 

olfactory system undergo as they organize themselves into adult neuronal structures. 

The moth, Manciiica sexta, will be used as a model system. Metamorphic 

development of Mandiica offers a relatively large, readily excessible developing 

olfactory system that is organized similarly to mammalian olfactory centers (Boeckh 

et al. 1990, Hildebrand 1996, Hildebrand and Shepherd 1997). The morphological 

changes and cellular interactions that occur in the developing olfactory center of 

S/Ianditca have been well studied (Oland and Tolbert 1996), but there is still 

relatively little known about the molecules that mediate these detailed cellular 

changes. 

Organization of the olfactory center in Mandiica sexta 

The primary olfactory center of the brain of Mandiica sexta is subdivided 

into an array of spheroidal knots of synaptic neuropil. These spheres, called 

glomeruli, are found in the primary olfactory centers of most animals that have a 

sense of smell (Boeckh et al. 1990, Hildebrand 1996, Hildebrand and Shepherd 

1997). Glomeruli are the primary site of synaptic interaction between olfactory 

receptor neurons and the neurons of first-order olfactory centers of the brain. In 
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Kiandiica, olfactory receptor neurons, which are found in sensory hairs, or sensilla, 

of the antenna, send axons down the lumen of the antenna to the antennal lobe, the 

olfactory center, of the brain. Axons enter the lobe and branch finely in glomeruli 

which are arranged around a central coarse neuropil. In the glomeruli, sensory 

axons make their only synaptic contacts with antennal-lobe neurons (Tolbert and 

Hildebrand 1981). Cell bodies of antennai-lobe neurons are clustered around the 

outer edge of the lobe. These neurons send thick processes through the central 

coarse neuropil of the lobe to eventually branch finely and synapse with sensory 

axons in glomeruli. Antennal-lobe glial cell processes help define glomeruli by 

surrounding each glomerular unit. It is believed that glia may affect the function of 

glomeruli by separating glomerular synapses from the surrounding neuropil 

(Khayari et al. 1988, Rado 1998). Glomeruli in the olfactory center are believed to 

play a role in parsing incoming olfactory information by grouping synaptic input 

from sensory axons that respond to similar odorants into a specific set of glomeruli 

(Lancet et al. 1982, Ressler et al. 1994, Sullivan and Dryer 1996, Mustaparta 1996, 

Hildebrand and Shepherd 1997). 

Development of the antennal lobe 

Work in the laboratory of Dr. Leslie Tolbert has focused on understanding 

the factors that guide the development of glomerular organization in the antennal 

lobe of Mandiica. Cellular changes and interactions in the developing antennal lobe 
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have been studied in detail (Oland and Tolbert 1987. Oland and Tolbert 1988, Oland 

et al. 1988, Tolbert 1989, Oland and Tolbert 1989, Tolbert and Sirianni 1990, Malun 

et al. 1994, Baumann et al. 1996). Before sensory axons reach the antennal lobe, the 

lobe consists of antennal-lobe neurons and glial cells. Antennal-lobe neuron cell 

bodies are in clusters around the outer edge of the lobe. .A.ntennal-lobe neurons 

initially extending thick processes into the center of the lobe, forming the central 

neuropil, which is surrounded by a layer of glial cells. As sensory axons enter the 

lobe from the antenna, they push through the layer of glial cells and begin to course 

around the outside of the neuropil. When sensory axons begin to terminate in the 

lobe they form protoglomemlar knots in regions of future glomerulus development. 

Glial cells proliferate and migrate into the neuropil enveloping the developing 

glomeruli. Antennal-lobe neuronal processes grow into the forming glomeruli 

where they branch finely and begin to synapse with sensory axons. The basic 

components of the glomerular units are in place approximately half way through 

metamorphosis and morphological development beyond this point primarily 

concerns increases in the size of the antennal lobe and details of antennal-lobe 

neuronal branching patterns continue to be modified (see Tolbert et al. 1983). 

Although most synapses in the mature antennal lobe are confined to 

glomerular regions, studies using electron microscopy have shown that synapses are 

present in the antennal lobe before glomeruli develop (Tolbert et al. 1983, Tolbert 

1989, Oland et al. 1990). Before sensory axons enter the antennal lobe, synapses are 
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diffusely scattered through the neuropil. As protoglomeruli begin to form, synapses 

become more concentrated around the outer perimeter of the neuropil but are still 

primarily just between antennal-lobe neurons because these neurons have not yet 

made contact with incoming sensory axons. As glomerular formation progresses, 

synapses become much more concentrated within forming glomeaili and synapses 

in the central neuropil decrease significantly. 

Intercellular interactions between antennal-lobe neurons, sensory neurons 

and glial cells have been shown to be essential for proper glomerular development 

(Hildebrand et al. 1979, Schneiderman et ai. 1982, Kent 1985, Oland and Tolbert 

1987, Oland and Tolbert 1996). If sensory axons never reach the antennal lobe, 

antennal-lobe neuron processes still grow to the glial layer but neither antennal-lobe 

neurons nor glial cells show any glomerular organization (Hildebrand et al. 1979, 

Oland and Tolbert 1987). Proper formation of protoglomeruli also critically 

depends upon a glial surround to stabilize the developing glomeruli. If glial cells are 

significantly reduced in number, protoglomerular knots disperse and both 

antennal-lobe neuron processes and sensory axons branch in an aglomerular fashion 

(Baumann et al. 1996, Oland et al. 1988, Oland and Tolbert 1988). These studies 

show that cell-cell communication is critical for proper development of the antennal 

lobe, yet relatively little is known about the molecules that may mediated these 

cellular interactions. 



Receptor tyrosine kinases in development 

Both receptor tyrosine kinases and cytosolic tyrosine kinases have 

been shown to play key roles in cell-surface signal transduction (Bothwell 1995, 

Snider 1994, Fantl et al. 1993, Gumbiner 1993, Ihle et al. 1994, Zipursky and Rubin 

1994). Tyrosine kinase activity is linked to many pivotal events in neural 

development including neuronal proliferation, survival and multiple aspects of 

differentiation (Wu and Goldberg 1993, Bixby and Jhabvala 1993, Greenwald and 

Rubin 1992, Bothwell 1995, Henkemeyer et al. 1993, Snider 1994). For instance, a 

growing body of evidence suggests that tyrosine phosphorylation events are critical 

for proper synapse formation and activity. Tyrosine kinase activity has been linked 

to neurotransmitter receptor abundance and clustering at the neuromuscular junction 

in mammals, and tyrosine kinases have been shown to modulate synaptic efficacy in 

the squid and leech (Altiok et al. 1995, Wallace 1994, Ferns et al. 1996, DeChiara et 

al. 1996, Llinas 1997, Aniksztejn et al. 1997). Another factor suggesting the 

fundamental involvement of tyrosine kinases in neural development is that several 

classes of tyrosine kinases have been found to be similar structurally and 

functionally in both mammalian and invertebrate systems (Zipursky and Rubin 

1994, Fantl et al. 1993, Hanks et al. 1988). 

The trk family of neurotrophin receptors, trkA, B and C, is a group of 

receptor tyrosine kinases prominently involved with cell-cell signalling during 

development of the vertebrate nervous system (Thoenen 1995, Bothwell 1995). The 
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neurotrophins, nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor 

(BDNF), NT-3 and NT-4/5, are a group of trophic factors best known for their 

effects on the development of peripheral neurons including sympathetic, dorsal root, 

auditory and olfactory neurons. Neurotrophins also have been shown to influence 

the development of central neurons, such as the cortical neurons of the visual 

system, as well as a variety of other neuronal cell types (Levi-Montalcini 1987, 

Snider 1994, Bothwell 1995, Frit2sch 1996, Vickland et al. 1992, Patterson et al. 

1992, Segal et al. 1995). Neurotrophins are associated with a variety of steps in 

nervous system development, such as neuronal proliferation, survival, 

differentiation and even neuronal plasticity. The effects of neurotrophins on the 

nervous system are believed to be mediated by neurotrophins binding to and 

activating their specific trk receptor tyrosine kinases (Bothwell 1995, Snider 1994, 

Thoenen 1995). There is also evidence to suggest that neurotrophin- and trk-like 

proteins may be involved in the development of invertebrate nervous systems. For 

example, trk-like kinases have been cloned from the fruit fly Drosophila 

melanogaster (Pulido et al. 1992, Wilson et al. 1993, Oishi et al. 1997 ) and the snail 

Lymaea stagnalis (Kesteren 1998). Ltrk, from Lymnaea, binds to NT-3, and NGF 

has been shown to affect the outgrowth of Lymnaea neurons (Ridgway et al. 1991, 

Kesteren 1998). 

Purpose of studies 
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The purpose of the following studies is to investigate the involvement of 

tyrosine kinases as signaling mediators during development of the antennal lobe of 

the moth, Manduca sexta. We know that cell-cell interactions among neurons and 

glial cells are crucial for proper development of the antennal lobe. We also know in 

detail about the basic cellular changes that occur in the developing lobe. With these 

studies we hope to increase our understanding of events at the molecular level that 

may regulate the cellular changes that have been observed. 

In Chapter 3, we monitor phosphotyrosine levels during development. 

Knowledge of when and where in the lobe tyrosine kinase activity is high narrows 

the field of cellular events that may be regulated by tyrosine phosphorylation and 

may even suggest classes of kinases to look for in this system. To investigate the 

association between synapses and tyrosine phosphorylation, we first developed, as 

described in Chapter 2, a synaptic vesicle label for use with light microscopy. In 

Chapter 4 we explore the possibility that a trk-like kinase may play a role in the 

development of the antennal lobe. Given the prevalence of these kinases in 

developing sensory systems in mammals and the evidence that similar types of 

kinases are found in invertebrate nervous systems, it is not surprising that a trk-like 

kinase is present in the developing antennal lobe of Manduca as well. 
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CHAPTER 2 

USING SYNAPTOTAGMIN IMMUNOLOCALIZATION TO STUDY 

SYNAPSES IN THE DEVELOPING ANTENNAE LOBE OF 

l^LANDUCA SEXTA 

Intxoductioii 

In the mature olfactory system, synapses between peripheral sensory neurons 

and central olfactory neurons are restricted to specialized spheres of neuropil called 

glomeruli. Confinement of synaptic contacts from sensory neurons with particular 

response properties to specific glomeruli is believed to play an important functional 

role in organizing incoming olfactory sensory information (Lancet et al. 1982, 

Ressleretal. 1994, Sullivan and Dryer 1996, Mustaparta 1996, Hildebrand and 

Shepherd 1997). Much current study is aimed at understanding how this glomerular 

organization develops and what its exact role in olfactory perception may be. This 

glomerular arrangement of the olfactory center is found in the primary olfactory 

neuropil of most vertebrate and invertebrate animals with a well-differentiated sense 

of smell (Boeckh et al. 1990, Hildebrand 1996, Hildebrand and Shepherd 1997). 

Thus, a range of model systems, including simpler, more easily accessible 

developing systems such as those of insects, may be used to study the formation of 

this specialized synaptic organization. 
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The moth Manduca sexta is a model system that has been used to elucidate 

many critical aspects of the development of olfactory glomeruli (see Oland and 

Tolbert 1996). Electron microscopic sampling of the developing olfactory center of 

Manduca, the antennal lobe, has suggested a changing distribution of synapses in 

the lobe at various stages of development (Tolbert 1989, Oland et al. 1990). The 

goal of the current study was to confirm and extend these observations of location 

and density of synapses throughout antennal lobe development by looking at 

synapses more globally at the level of light microscopy. A thorough knowledge of 

where and when synapses form during glomerulus development will aid our 

understanding of the cellular interactions that give rise to these key structures. To 

achieve our goal, we needed a reagent that would specifically label synapses in the 

antennal lobe oiManduca. Because none was available, our first step was to clone 

the gene for a synapse-related protein from Manduca and raise an antibody to this 

protein. 

Synaptotagmin, a synaptic-vesicle protein, was chosen as the synapse marker 

for this system because antibodies against it have been used reliably in other 

invertebrate systems as a marker for synapses (Littleton et al. 1993. Nonet et al. 

1993, Hu 1993) and the gene for it has been successfully cloned in several species 

ranging from human to Drosophila melanogaster (Perin et al. 1991 a). 

Synaptotagmin has a highly conserved domain structure including a small, less 

conserved, intravesicular amino-terminal domain, a single transmembrane domain 
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and two very highly conserved carboxy-terminal domains termed domains 

because they share strong sequence and functional homology with the C; regulatory 

domain of protein kinase C (Perin et al. 1991b). Synaptotagmin is believed to be a 

key player in the calcium-dependent regulation of neurotransmitter release by 

synaptic vesicles at the synapse (Perin 1990, Geppert et al. 1994, Geppert and 

Sudhof 1998). The C; domains of synaptotagmin may be critical for this function, 

as they have been shown to bind lipids in a calcium-dependent manner (Perin et al. 

1991a). The C: domains of synaptotagmin were excellent candidate regions to use 

for cloning synaptotagmin from Manduca sexta since they provided an 

evolutionarily-conserved DNA template for the design of degenerate 

oligonucleotide primers for reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction 

(RT-PCR). 
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Methods 

Animals 

Manduca sexta (Lepidoptera; Sphingidae) were reared on artificial diet under 

a long-day photoperiod (17 h lightly h dark) in walk-in environmental chambers. 

Pupae were staged according to the criteria described by Tolbert et al. (1983). The 

criteria involve changes in structures that are either superficial or readily visible 

through the pupal cuticle under a stereo microscope. Each of the 18 stages of 

metamorphic adult development lasts 1-4 days. 

RT-PCR 

The highly conserved C; domains of synaptotagmin were used as templates 

for the design of degenerate primers (Perin et al. 1991, Nonet et al. 1993, Hu 1993). 

The reverse and forward primers Syntl [5'-AGIGTRTGCCAYTG 

NGCDATNGG-3'] and Synt2 [5'-GARGCIAARAAYYTNAARAARATG-3'] 

were used to amplify Manduca brain cDNA by PCR. Five micrograms of Manduca 

sexta whole brain (stage 18) messenger RNA were reverse transcribed following the 

protocol for the SuperScript Choice cDNA Synthesis System (Gibco BRL). For 

PCR, 200 [oM of all four dNTPs, 200 nM of both Syntl and Synt2 primers, and 1 (il 

of cDNA were mixed with AmpliTaq reagents (Perkin-Elmer) which included 2 

mM magnesium chloride. After a five minute hot start at 94°C, 0.3 of 

AmpliTaq polymerase was added to the 20 |j.l reaction. 30 cycles of 94°C : 30 
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seconds, 55°C ; 30 seconds and 72°C ; 30 seconds were performed on a 9600 

(Perkin-Elmer) thermocycler. The resulting amplicon (-325 bp) was isolated by 

electroelution (Owl Scientific, Inc.) and TA cloned into the vector pCR 2.1. 

Plasmids were sequenced, by an automated sequencing facility, with an ABI 

sequencer. Sequence analysis was done with GeneWorks v2.3 for the Macintosh 

and BLAST analysis was done using the National Center for Biotechnology 

Information website. 

Library Screening and Sequencing 

A single-strand radioactively labeled probe was generated by PCR using the 

relinearized RT-PCR fragment as template, 200nM of an M13 reverse primer, 2mM 

magnesium chloride, 0.3|iiL of AmpliTaq Gold (Perkin-Elmer), 200 (iM dATP, 

dGTP, and dTTP and SO^Ci of [ '=P]-dCTP. 35 cycles of 94°C ; 20 seconds, 50°C : 

20 seconds and 72°C : 3 minutes were performed on a 9600 (Perkin-Elmer) 

thermocycler. Unincorporated nucleotides were removed by ethanol precipitation. 

The probe was used to screen diManduca sexta oligodT-primed stage 4 brain cDNA 

Lambda Zap II library (Stratagene) under standard conditions (Sambrook et al. 

1989). Two positive clones were obtained, confirmed by sequencing and found to 

be identical. The fiill-length sequence was obtained using exonuclease III deletion of 

both strands. Gaps in the exodeletion sequence were filled by primer walking. 
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Sequence analysis was done with GeneWorks v2.3 for the Macintosh and BLAST 

analysis was done using the National Center for Biotechnology Information website. 

Northern Blot Analysis 

A radiolabeled probe was generated by PGR using the relinearized RT-PCR 

fragment as template and 50 |aCi of [ '-P]-dCTP as described previously. This 

probe was used to analyze Northern blots of 5|xg of mRNA from stage 18 nerve 

cord, stage 4 brain, and stage 18 antenna. Total RNA from various tissues was 

collected using Trizol (Gibco-BRL) and poly-A+ RNA was selected by a single pass 

over an oligo-dT column (Gibco-BRL). Using a primer that hybridizes to the 3' 

untranslated region of tht Mandiica synaptotagmin (msyi), another probe was made, 

in the manner described above, for analysis of a Northern blot made from total brain 

RNA (20 ̂ g/lane) from 6 different stages of pupal development (st. 3, 4, 5, 7, 12, 

18). Again total RNA was collected with Trizol (Gibco-BRL). Blots were incubated 

in prehybridization solution (5x SSPE, 10% dextran sulfate, 50% formamide, 2% 

SDS, 5x Denhardt's solution, lOmg salmon sperm DNA) at 42°C for 2 hours. 

['-P]-dCTP labeled probes were added and the blot was incubated at 42°C 

overnight. Blots were washed under standard conditions with the final wash in 

0. lxSSPE/1% SDS at 60°C. 
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Antibody Production and Immunoblotting 

A polyclonal antiserum, SYNT76, was generated in rabbits against the 

synthetic peptide [RWRREAGPPETPVEESKEPE] ( residues 10 - 29 of bAanduca 

synaptotagmin) by Research Genetics Inc. (Huntsville, Alabama) using a 

multiple-antigen peptide strategy. 

For immunoblotting, 4 stage-12 antennal lobes were dissected in 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and frozen in liquid nitrogen for each lane of 

SDS-PAGE. After boiling, the tissue was loaded onto a 7.5% precast Tris-glycine 

minigel (Biorad) and was run on a Mini Protean II electrophoresis unit (Biorad). 

Proteins were transfered from the gel to polwinylidene difluoride membrane 

(Millipore) using a semi-dry transfer apparatus (Biorad). Blots were blocked with 

5% low-fat milk in PBS for 2.5 hours then incubated with SYNT76, preabsorbed 

S YNT76 (15 (ig of SYNT76 to 700 ^ig of synthetic peptide) or preimmune serum at 

4°C overnight. All primary incubations were at a concentration of 1:15,000 in PBS. 

Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated Protein A (Sigma) was used as a secondary label 

in order to visualize bands with BCIP/NBT (Amresco). 

Immunofluorescence 



Brains were dissected in PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0. IM 

phosphate buffer overnight, at 4°C. Fixed brains were embedded in 7% agarose and 

lOOum vibratome sections were cut. Sections were incubated for 30 minutes in a 

blocking solution containing 1% normal goat serum and 0.2% triton X-lOO in PBS 

(PBST). Blocked sections were incubated in primary antibody (1:15,000), diluted in 

PBST, overnight at 4°C. High concentrations of preimmune serum (1 ;2000) 

resulted in only faint background labeling. After washing sections with PBS, 

secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to CyS or Cy3 (Jackson Labs) was 

applied. After final washing, sections were mounted on standard glass slides in a 

polyvinylalcohol solution containing DABCO (1.4-dia2bicyclo-[2.2.2]octane). 

Tissue was imaged with a Biorad N/IRC 600 laser-scanning confocal microscope 

equipped with a Krypton/Argon 15 mW laser and appropriate dichromatic filter 

cubes. Confocal settings were similar for all brain sections to facilitate comparison 

of immunofluorescence at various stages of development. Confocal images were 

converted to TIFF format with Confocal Assistant v4.02 (Biorad) and cropped and 

annotated in Corel Draw v8.0. 
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Results 

Cloning of Manduca sexta svnaptotagmin 

Degenerate oligonucleotide primers were designed to hybridize to the highly 

conserved C2 domains of synaptotagmin (Perin et al. 1991) and were used to 

perform RT-PCR on Mandiica brain cDNA. The resulting fragment was found to be 

most similar to synaptotagmins from a number of species and had the highest 

indentity (87%) with a portion of Drosophila synaptotagmin. This fragment was 

used to obtain a 5.5 kb clone from a stage-4 Mandiica brain cDNA library. 

The 5496 base pair Mandiica synaptotagmin clone was isolated from an 

oligo-dT primed stage 4 brain cDNA library. Analysis of the clone revealed a 235 

base-pair 5'untranslated region followed by a 1287 base-pair open reading frame 

which predicts a 429 amino acid protein of 42.9 kilodaltons. This protein has a high 

degree of identity to other synaptotagmin peptide sequences. No polyadenylation 

site was found in the 3' untranslated region of the clone even though the size of the 

clone corresponds well with the message size ofMandiica synaptotagmin observed 

with Northern blotting. This suggests that a small portion of 3" untranslated 

sequence is not reported. 

Northern blot analysis showed that an abundant 5.5 kb band is present in 

developing brain, nerve cord, and antenna o^Mandiica (Fig. 1 A). This transcript 

appears to increase in quantity during development of the pupal brain (Fig. IB). 

Two minor transcripts also hybridize with the Manduca synaptotagmin probe at 
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approximately 4.0 kb and 3.3 kb; they also increase in intensity during pupal brain 

development. 

Protein analysis 

The amino acid sequence of Manduca synaptotagmin is approximately 50% 

identical to both Drosophila (58%) and human (49%) synaptotagmin (Fig. 2). TTie 

identity between these sequences is primarily in the C; domains in the cytoplasmic 

portion of the peptide, with Manduca synaptotagmin C; domains being 89% 

identical to Drosophila and 76% identical to human synaptotagmin C; domains (Fig. 

3). There is comparatively little sequence identity at the amino terminus. This 

region is thought to be intravesicular and is not well conserved among the other 

known synaptotagmins. Kyte-Doo little hydrophobicity analysis of Manduca 

synaptotagmin reveals a single highly hydrophobic, potential membrane-spanning 

domain near the amino-terminus of the peptide in a location analogous to the 

transmembrane domains found in other synaptotagmins. No recognizable signal 

sequence was found in the predicted peptide sequence, which also was the case for 

DroAo/?/i/7a synaptotagmin (Perin 1991a). 

Antibody production and specificity 
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SYNT76, a polyclonal antibody, was generated against a synthetic peptide 

whose sequence was derived from the amino-terminus of Mandiica synaptotagmin. 

Immunoblotting with SYNT76 showed that the antibody recognizes a smeared 

protein band of approximately 61 kd that is not recognized by components of 

preimmune serum or of antibody serum preabsorbed with synthetic peptide (Fig. 

4A). Immunofluorescence with SYNT76 labels known synaptic neuropils in the 

brain of the moth including optic lobe neuropils and glomeruli in the antennal lobes 

(Fig. 4C,B ). These synaptic neuropils are not significantly labeled by preimmune 

serum or antibody serum preabsorbed with synthetic peptide (Fig. 4D). 

Synapses in the developing antennal lobe 

Before glomerulus formation (st. 2), SYNT76 labels a small number of 

puncta diffusely scattered throughout the neuropil of the antennal lobe, with some 

faint labeling of antennal-lobe neuronal cell bodies (Fig. 5A). As sensory axons 

enter the developing lobe (st. 4), the amount of punctate labeling in the neuropil of 

the lobe increases dramatically, with the greatest increase at the outer rim of the 

neuropil which is comprised of fine branches of the neurites of antennal-lobe 

neurons (Fig. 5B). A slight increase in neuronal somatic labeling also is observed at 

this stage. As more sensory axons enter the lobe (st.5), axon terminals begin to 

coalesce into knot-like structures called protoglomeruli (see Tolbert and Oland 

1996). Labeling with SYNT76 at this stage shows a significant increase in the 
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amount of punctate labeling of the outer rim of the antennal lobe neuropil and a 

noticeable clearing of label from the center of the neuropil (Fig. 5C). Also at this 

stage, faint, diffuse labeling of sensory axons appears. This pattern of diffiise 

axonal labeling persists in the developing lobe (Fig.5D,E,F) until maturity (st. 18), 

when very little label remains (Fig. 4B). As protoglomeruli are established as 

permanent glomeruli (st. 6), by the migration of glial cells and growth of glial 

processes (Baumann et al. 1996), SYNT76 begins to label glomerular regions. 

SYNT76 also labels the ring of fine neuorpil just beneath the forming glomeruli at 

this stage, and clearing of label from the central neuropil continues (Fig. 5D). As 

neuronal processes of both sensory axons and antennal-lobe neurons continue to 

grow into the glomeruli (st.7), SYNT76 labels increasing numbers of puncta within 

glomerular confines and leaves relatively few puncta labeled in the central neuropil 

(Fig. 5E). During the remaining developmental stages, SYNT76 labeling becomes 

more restricted to glomerular regions, the labeling of puncta appears to become 

more dense and (Fig. 5F) a relatively small number of extraglomerular puncta 

remain in the central neuropil by the end of metamorphic development (st. 18, see 

Fig. 4B). 
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Discussion 

Cloning of Manduca svnaptotagmin 

We isolated a 5.5 kb cDNA clone from Manduca sexta which has a major 

open reading frame that codes for a protein that has high sequence similarity to 

previously identified synaptotagmins from other species. This clone appears to be 

full-length since it closely matches the size of the major transcript seen on Northern 

blots. It contains a full-length open reading frame with an inititiator methionine and 

multiple stop codons both up and down stream. The open reading frame encodes a 

protein of 429 amino acids. 

Northern blot analysis shows that a 5.5 kb transcript is present in developing 

brain, nerve cord and antenna. Two smaller transcripts were seen also in brain. It is 

not known if these represent true splice variants of synaptotagmin, but splice 

variants have been seen in other species (Perin et al. 1991a). 

Antibody specificity 

An antibody was generated against a peptide sequence from the less 

conserved amino terminus of Manduca synaptotagmin. Immunoblot analysis of 

antennal-lobe proteins with the affinity purified SYNT76 antibody reveals a protein 

band of approximately 61 kd as well as a 50 kd band that also is recognized by 

preimmune serum. This smaller band probably represents the protein that is weakly 

labeled when Manduca brain tissue is exposed to very high concentrations of 
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preimmune serum but is not detected when the affinity purified S YNT76 signal is 

imaged at normal intensity levels. The apparent size oiManduca synaptotagmin is 

larger than the predicted peptide size of 42.9 kd. Similar discrepancies were 

observed with antibodies to Drosophila and rat synaptotagmin (Littleton 1993). 

This difference between predicted and apparent sizes may be due partially to 

post-translational modification. The smeared band recognized by SYNT76 suggests 

some sort of glycosylation as did peptide domain analysis, which revealed potential 

N-linked glycosylation sites in Mandiica synaptotagmin. The apparent size of rat 

synaptotagmin also has been shown to be larger than its predicted size, and some 

portion of this discrepancy was shown to be due to N-linked glycosylation (Perin et 

al. 1991b). It is posssible that the same is true ^ovManditca synaptotagmin. 

Synaptotagmin is closely associated with synaptic vesicles in both vertebrate 

and invertebrate systems (Perin et al. 1991b, Nonet et al. 1993, Hu 1993). In rat, 

synaptotagmin was completely removed from brain homogenates by 

immunoprecipitation of synaptic vesicles with an antibody to synaptophysin, 

another synaptic vesicle protein (Perin et al. 1991b). In both Drosophila 

melanogaster and C elegcms, synaptotagmin was shown to be restricted to synaptic 

regions of the nervous system. In Mandnca, SYNT76 clearly labels known synaptic 

neuropils such as the lamina, medulla, and lobula complex of the optic lobe and the 

glomeruli of the antennal lobe. SYNT76 immunoreactivity also has been shown to 

colocalize precisely with regions of synaptic-vesicle recycling in the neuromuscular 
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junction that were labeled by the extracellular application of the lipophilic dye 

FM-143 (personal communication, C. Consoulas and R. Levine; see Consoulas and 

Levine 1998). These data strongly suggest that the SYNT76 antibody labels 

synaptic vesicles in Manduca nervous tissue. 

Synapses in the developing antennal lobe 

Because SYNT76 appears to recognize synaptic vesicles, we used it to 

examine synapses in the developing antennal lobe for the first time at the level of 

light microscopy. Before sensory axons innervate the lobe, synaptic-vesicle clusters 

are seen scattered throughout the central neuropil. As sensory axons enter the lobe, 

synaptic-vesicle cluster density increases around the outer rim of the neuropil and 

decreases in the center of the neuropil. As protoglomeruli form around the outer rim 

of the neuropil, faint, diffuse labeling of synaptic vesicles appears in sensory axons 

and is most noticeable in the forming knots of sensory axon terminals. Sensory 

neurons may be transporting synaptotagmin down to their axon terminals in the 

protoglomerular regions, in preparation for synapse formation with antennal-lobe 

neurons as was shown to occure during the formation of the peripheral nervous 

system in Drosophila (Littelton et al. 1993). The diffuse axonal labeling of sensory 

axons with S YNT76 persists throughout the intense period of glomerular synapse 

formation, but is not present at the end of metamorphic development. 
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As development proceeds, glial cells encircle the forming glomeruli, the 

density of synaptic-vesicle clusters increases in a wave from the inner to the outer 

edge of individual glomeruli, and synaptic-vesicle clusters continue to decrease in 

the center of the neuropil. This probably represents the formation of synapses 

among sensory axons and antennal-lobe neurons within the confines of the 

glomerulus. At the same time, synaptic connections among antennal-lobe neurons 

appears to be decreasing in the central neuropil. This observed pattern of synapses 

forming and then disappearing from the central neuropil as large numbers of 

synapses form among antennal-lobe neurons and sensory axons within glomeruli 

matches well the pattern of synapse formation predicted by electron microscopy 

studies (Tolbert 1989, Oland et al. 1990). One finding that differs from earlier 

studies is the quantity of synapses that remain in the central neuropil in the mature 

antennal lobe. Earlier studies predicted very few synapses in extraglomerular 

regions at this stage. Labeling synaptic vesicles at the light level with S YNT76 

shows that a sparse but significant scattering of synapses does persist in the central 

neuropil of the mature antennal lobe. This suggets that there is some remaining 

synaptic communication among antennal-lobe neurons in the central neuropilar 

region of the antennal lobe. 

The SYNT76 antibody should prove to be a very useful addition to the 

family of biological labels available for study of synaptic neuropils in Manduca 

sexta. In the olfactory system, SYNT76 will significantly enhance our ability to 



observe gross changes of synaptic patterns in antennal-lobes that are treated 

experimentally in situ and in either dissociated cells or organ culture preparations. 

This increased ability to localize synaptic sites will allow a better understanding of 

the role and regulation of synapses in the developing and mature olfactory system. 
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Figure 2-1 

Northern blot analysis 

A.) 5 i^g A+ RNA from stage 4 brain, stage 18 abdominal nerve cord, and stage 18 

antenna were probed with a radiolabeled PCR fragment from the C-terminal end of 
the ORF of msyt. An abundant transcript of approximately 5 .5 kb is present in all 
three tissues. Two smaller transcripts were also present in brain but were not 
strongly labeled in either nerve cord or antenna. 
B .) Total RNA from brain at different stages of pupal development was probed with 
a radiolabeled PCR product from the 3' untranslated region of msy t. A transcript of 
approximately 5.5 kb was labeled at every stage of development. Two smaller 

transcripts begin to label faintly at stage 4. 
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Figure 2-2 

Alignment of synaptotagmin amino acid sequences 

Alignment of amino acid sequences from hdanduca sexta, Drosophila melanogaster 
and human synaptotagmin. Identical residues are blocked and shaded and similar 
residues are just shaded. 
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Figure 2-3 

Peptide sequence analysis 

A.) Schematic diagrams represent the amino acid sequences of Mandiica. 
Drosophila and human synaptotagmin. The relative sizes of the intravesicular (IV), 
transmembrane, C;, and C-terminal domains are shown. The percent identity of 
msyt IV and C; domains to Drosophila and human synaptotagmin are also shown. 
Region used as antigen identified by line dbovQ S/tandiica diagram. 
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Figure 2-4 

Antibody specificity 

A.) Immunob lotting of stage 12 antennal lobe proteins with SYNT76 (lane 1), AP 
conjugated Protein A only (lane 2), preabsorbed SYNT76 (lane 3) and preimmune 
serum (lane 4). A smeared band of approximately 61kD is labeled with SYNT76 
and is not present in control lanes. A SOkJD band labeled with SYNT76 is also 
labeled by preimmune serum. 
B.) SYNT76 primarily labels synaptic neuropil of glomeruli in stage 18 pupal 
antennal lobe with some labeling of central neuropilar region. 
C.) Synaptic neuropil of the lamina, medulla and lobula complex is labeled by 
SYNT76 in stage 18 optic lobe of the brain. 
D.) Stage 18 antennal lobe labeled with high concentrations of preimmune serum 
shows faint background label in non-synaptic regions. 
All scale bars = 50|im. 
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Figure 2-5 

SYNT76 labeling of developing antennal lobe 

A.) Stage 2 antennal lobe, before sensory axons enter lobe. Relatively few puncta 
found in the central neuropil. 
B.) Stage 4 antennal lobe, sensory axons just reach lobe. Significant increase in 
punctate labeling of neuropil with highest concentration around outer rim of lobe. 
C.) Stage 5 antennal lobe, sensory axons begin to form protoglomerular knots 
around perimeter of central neuropil. Fewer puncta in center of neuropil with 
increased punctate labeling around outer edge of neuropil. Low-level, diffuse 
labeling of forming protoglomeruli. 
D.) Stage 6 antennal lobe, glial cells begin to grow to encircle forming glomeruli. 
Clearing of punctate label from center of neuropil, dense ring of punctate labeling at 
inner edge of forming glomeruli and some puncta beginning to be seen within 
forming glomeruli. 
E.) Stage 7 antennal lobe, glomeruli are established and growing. Punctate label 
more restricted to forming glomerular region than ever before. 
F.) Stage 12 antennal lobe, essential cellular components of mature glomeruli in 
place. Continued restriction of punctate label to glomerular regions. 
All scale bars represent 50 |im. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TYROSINE FCINASE ACTIVITY IN THE DEVELOPING 

ANTENNAE LOBE OF MANDUCA SEXTA 

Introduction 

Much is known about the cellular changes that occur in the developing 

antennal lobe of Manduca sexta. The morphological changes of antennal-lobe 

neurons, antennal-lobe glial cells and olfactory sensory axons have been studied in 

detail as these cellular elements come together during metamorphic development to 

form the adult antennal lobe (for review see Oland and Tolbert 1996). It has been 

shown that intercellular interactions are critical for the proper formation of the 

distinct glomerular synaptic organization of the antennal lobe. 

Sensory axons, antennal-lobe glia and neurons must interact for olfactory 

glomeruli to form (Oland and Tolbert 1987, Oland and Tolbert 1988, Oland et al. 

1988, Baumann et al. 1996). Before sensory axons enter the lobe, antennal-lobe 

neurons, whose cell bodies reside in clusters around the edge of the lobe, extend 

processes into the center of the lobe, forming a uniform central neuropil. Synapses 

are found scattered throughout this neuropil (see Chapter 2) and a layer of 
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neuropil-associated glial cells surrounds it. When sensory axons enter the antennal 

lobe they push through the proliferating layer of glial cells, and then grow around 

the edge of the central neuropil where, a day later, their terminals form knots called 

protoglomeruli. Protoglomeruli establish the placement of glomeruli in the adult 

antennal lobe (Oland et al. 1990) and are critically stabilized by glial processes that 

migrate to surround them (Baumann et al. 1996). At this time the density of 

synaptic vesicle clusters increases in the regions of protoglomerulus formation (see 

Chapter 2). As glomerulus formation continues processes, of antennal-lobe neurons 

grow to branch finely within the glia-bounded domains. As antennal-lobe neuronal 

processes encounter sensory axons in glomeruli they begin to form synapses with 

them and synapses in the central neuropil become less dense (Tolbert et al. 1983. 

Tolbert 1989, Oland et al. 1990). 

Cell-cell interactions mediate many of the cellular changes described above. 

If glial cells are not present in normal numbers, protoglomeruli become unstable and 

glomeruli fail to form (Baumann et al. 1996). Sensory axons still enter the lobe in 

this condition and antennal-lobe neurons still branch finely around the outer edge of 

the central neuropil, but the fine neuropil is not organized into glomerular units 

(Oland et al. 1988, Oland and Tolbert 1988). Likewise, if sensory axons are 

removed before they enter the antennal-lobe, olfactory glomeruli do not form 

(Hildebrand et al. 1979, Oland and Tolbert 1987). Glial cells remain in a thick layer 

around the outer edge of the neuropil as antennal lobe neurons branch finely but 
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uniformly (Oland and Tolbert 1987). These results show that cell-cell interactions 

in the developing antennal lobe are crucial for the proper formation of the adult 

synaptic organization of the antennal lobe in Mandiica. 

Though interactions among cells of the developing antennal lobe are known 

to cause proper changes in developing neurons, we are just beginning to understand 

the molecules that may mediate these changes. For instance, there is evidence that a 

tenascin-like molecule may play a role in the developmental interactions between 

antennal-lobe neurons and glial cells (Krull et al. 1994a, Krull et al. 1994b). 

Tenascin is an extracellular, chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan that has been shown to 

both inhibit and promote outgrowth of neurons in other systems (Schwab et al. 

1993, Taylor et al. 1993). A tenascin-like molecule was found on antennal-lobe 

glial cells in vivo and in in vitro experiments demonstrated that purified mouse 

tenascin influences the outgrowth of a subset of antennal-lobe neurons (Krull et al. 

1994a, Krull et al. 1994b). More recently, the cell adhesion molecule fasciclin H 

has been shown to be on olfactory sensory axons as they grow toward the 

developing antennal lobe, and fasciclin II is believed to play a role in organizing 

sensory axons as they enter the lobe (Higgins et al. 1997). 

For many of the cellular changes that occur during antennal lobe 

development, molecular elements have yet to be identified. Considering that every 

event that occurs in a cell is ultimately the result of a series of intricate molecular 

interactions, to try to tease out the specific molecular associations that mediate the 
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cell-cell interactions in the developing antennal lobe is a monumental task. We have 

narrowed the field of potential signal transduction events to be considered to those 

that might be related to the activity of tyrosine kinases and the kind of 

developmental signals that are known to be associated with tyrosine 

phosphorylation. By focusing on times and places in antennal lobe development that 

are associated with high levels of tyrosine kinase activity and then trying to identify 

molecules that could be upstream or downstream from such phosphorylation events, 

we hoped to identify molecules or intracellular biochemical pathways associated 

with the cell-cell interactions required for antennal lobe development. 

Tyrosine kinases in surface receptor or cytosolic form are associated with the 

transduction of signals mediating many developmental events in the nervous 

systems of a wide range of animals. Tyrosine kinases have been implicated as 

regulators of events ranging from cell proliferation and survival to neuronal 

differentiation, including process outgrowth and synapse formation (Greenwald and 

Rubin 1992, Henkemeyer et al. 1993, Snider 1994, Bothwell 1995), During synapse 

formation, tyrosine kinase activity has been shown to be important for 

neurotransmitter receptor abundance (Altiok et al. 1995) and clustering at the 

neuromuscular junction (Wallace 1994, Ferns 1996, DeChiara et al. 1996) and for 

regulating synaptic efficacy in the squid (Llinas et al. 1997) and the leech 

(Aniksztejn et al. 1997). Tyrosine phosphorylation also has been shown to be 

involved in neuronal process outgrowth in many systems (Levi-Montalcini 1987, 
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Gertler et al. 1989, Bixby and Jhabvala 1993, Worley and Holt 1996, Rice et al. 

1998). High levels of phosphotyrosine have been found in neuronal growth cones, 

and the activity of receptor tyrosine kinases has been shown to regulate process 

outgrowth (Goldberg and Wu 1994, Segal et al. 1995, Cheng et al. 1995). 

In this study we monitored levels of phosphotyrosine activity at different 

critical stages of antennal lobe development. We found correlations between levels 

of tyrosine phosphorylation in the developing lobe and two particular cellular 

events. 
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Methods 

Animals 

Mandiica sexta (Lepidoptera:Sphingidae) were reared on artificial diet under 

a long-day photoperiod (17 h light;? h dark) in walk-in environmental chambers. 

Pupae were staged according to the criteria described by Tolbert et al. (1983). The 

criteria involve changes in structures that are either superficial or readily visible 

through the pupal cuticle under a stereo microscope. Each of the 18 stages of 

metamorphic adult development lasts 1-4 days. 

Immunocvtochemistry 

Brains were dissected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer overnight at 4 °C. If tissue was to be 

examined for phosphotyrosine content, it was collected in 5 mM HEPES buffer with 

2 mM sodium orthovanadate to inhibit phosphatase activity. Fixed brains were 

embedded in 7% agarose and 100 |j.m vibratome sections were cut. Sections were 

incubated for 30 minutes in a blocking solution containing 1% normal goat serum 

and 0.2% triton X-lOO in PBS (PBST). Blocked sections were incubated in primary 

antibody (mouse anti-phosphotyrosine 1.1000, Sigma; rabbit SYNT76 1:15,000, see 

Chapter 2; rabbit anti-5HT 1 ;2000, Incstar) diluted in PBST, overnight at 4°C. The 

phosphotyrosine antibody PY20 (Transduction Laboratories) was also tested and 
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gave similar results to the labeling by the Sigma antibody. After washing in PBS, 

sections were incubated with a secondary antibody conjugated to either Cy3 or Cy5 

appropriate to the primary antibody host animal (goat anti-rabbit 1:1000, goat 

anti-mouse 1.400, Jackson Labs). After final washing, sections were mounted on 

standard glass slides in a polyvinylalcohol solution containing DABCO 

(l,4-diazbicyclo-[2.2.2]octane). Tissue was imaged with a Biorad IVIRC 600 

laser-scanning confocal microscope equipped with a Krypton/Argon 15 mW laser 

and appropriate dichromatic filter cubes. Confocal settings were similar for all brain 

sections labeled with a specific antibody to facilitate comparisons of 

immunofluorescence at various stages of development. Confocal images were 

converted to TIFF format with Confocal Assistant v4.02 (Biorad) and cropped and 

annotated in Corel Draw v8.0. 

Removal of afferent innervation 

Stage 2 pupae were anesthetized by exposure to carbon dioxide. Antennal 

anlagen were removed as described previously (Oland et al. 1990). A small hole was 

opened in the cuticle surrounding the antennal trough, near the head on one side of 

the animal. The trough was scraped to remove presumptive antennal tissue and was 

filled with melted wax to prevent ingrowth of sensory axons from more distal 

portions of the antenna. The contralateral antennal lobe served as a control. Pupae 

were allowed to continue to develop for approximately one week. At dissection it 



was confirmed that no visible antennal nerve entered the antennal lobe on the 

surgically manipulated side. 
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Generation of glia-deficient animals 

Animals were exposed to y-irradiation in a cobalt-60 source (Pheratron 80. 

Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd.) after the method described by Baumann et al. 

(1996). Animals received whole-body radiation at a total dose of 750 Gray (75,000 

rads) given in two equal fractions, the first during stage 4/early stage 5 and the 

second 18-24 hours (less than one developmental stage) later. All neurons of the 

antenna and antennal lobe are finished dividing by stage 3 of development (Oland et 

al. 1988). Previous studies have shown that this treatment results in the reduction of 

the glial population to approximately one-fourth of their normal number while not 

significantly inhibiting the growth of sensory axons and antennal-lobe neurons 

(Oland et al. 1988). 
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Results 

Tyrosine phosphorylation in the developing antennal lobe 

A monoclonal antibody against phosphotyrosine , ptyr (Sigma), was used to 

label tyrosine phosphorylated proteins in the developing antennal lobe. 

Phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity was present throughout the developing brain 

including the antennal lobe. Before sensory axons enter the antennal lobe (stage 2), 

there is a low level of ptyr immunoreactivity throughout the forming neuropil (Fig. 

1 A). As sensory axons enter the lobe (stage 4), phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity 

increases dramatically but specifically in the central neuropil (Fig. IB). Glial cells 

and incoming sensory axons are not heavily labeled by ptyr but antennal-lobe 

neuronal cell bodies are lightly labeled in a punctate manner. As protoglomeruli 

begin to form around the outer edge of the neuropil (stage 5) ptyr still labels the 

central neuropil, but labeling is brightest just inside the ring of protoglomeruli. 

Levels of ptyr labeling decrease in the center of the neuropil that contains the thick 

processes of antennal-lobe neurons, and there is still no significant signal in sensory 

axons or glial cells (Fig. IC). 

As glomerulus formation continues (stage 6), ptyr label is brightest in the 

developing glomeruli and just deep to them and continues to be barely detectable in 

sensory axons or glial cells (Fig. ID). Cell bodies of antennal-lobe neurons display 

light and punctate ptyr labeling. When glomemlus construction is nearing 
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completion (stage 7), bright ptyr label is present in the inner portion of forming 

glomeruli, and it continues to decrease in the central neuropil (Fig. IE). As 

development continues (stage 9) ptyr labeling in the antennal lobe remains brightest 

in the inner portion of glomeruli and disappears almost completely from the center 

of the neuropil (Fig. IF). After glomerulus formation, ptyr immunoreactivity 

spreads over the entire glomerulus (Fig. 2A) and ptyr labeling gradually decreases as 

the antennal lobe matures but remains brightest in the glomeruli. Near the end of 

metamorphic development ptyr is found to be brighter in the outer portion of the 

glomerulus than the inner portion (Fig. 2B, C). 

Ptyr immunoreactivity in aglomerular development 

To determine whether the characteristic pattern of pytr immunoreactivity 

was dependent on the intercellular interactions required to form glomeruli, antennal 

lobes that developed in the complete absence of antennal sensory axons or in the 

absence of normal numbers of glia were labeled with ptyr. In both situations ptyr 

label was brightest in the outer ring of the central neuropil where glomeruli would 

have been forming under normal circumstances but absent from the other major 

cellular regions of the lobe, glial cells or sensory axons (Fig. 3A, B). Although 

normal levels of phosphotyrosine appeared to be present in lobes without antennal 

input, there did appear to be a decrease in ptyr immunoreactivity in lobes with 

decreased glial populations. 
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Regions of the lobe containing the highest levels of ptyr label also are the 

regions of the lobe that contain both forming synapses and the growing tips of 

antennal-lobe neurons (Oland and Tolbert 1996, Tolbert et al. 1983, Oland et al. 

1990). To investigate how closely associated phosphotyrosine is with synapse 

formation, double labeling of phosphotyrosine and synaptic vesicles was performed 

on developing antennal lobes. To explore the relationship between 

tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins and the growing processes of antennal-lobe 

neurons, simultaneous labeling of an identified antennal-lobe neuron and ptyr was 

done. 

Ptvr and synaptic vesicle double labeling 

Simultaneous labeling with ptyr and SYNT76, a polyclonal antibody against 

Mandiica synaptotagmin (see Chapter 2), was performed on antennal lobes before 

and during glomerulus formation. To address more precisely the correspondence 

between the two very similar patterns, we examined single optical sections at high 

magnification. Such double labels confirmed the similarity of the overall patterns of 

staining with the two antibodies, but revealed that the labeled structures do not 

coincide precisely. In the central neuropilar region, both before and during 

glomerulus formation ptyr and SYNT76 labeling were very similar but they did not 

overlap extensively (Fig. 4A, B and Fig. 5A,B). Within glomerular neuropil, ptyr 
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and SYNT76 immunoreactivity overlap in a few instances but not extensively (Fig. 

4A, B). 

Ptvr and antennal-lobe neuron processes 

An identified multiglomerular, serotonergic (5HT) neuron was labeled with a 

polyclonal antibody to serotonin in tissue that also was labeled with ptyr. Antennal 

lobes were labeled at the beginning of glomerulus formation, at the peak of 

glomerulus formation, and after basic glomerular components are in place. Ptyr 

immunoreactivity was brightest in the region of the lobe containing the tips of the 

growing processes of the 5HT neuron at all three stages of development observed 

(Fig. 6A, B and Fig. 7A). Ptyr immunoreactivity was also bright in the inner 

portion of the forming glomerulus that does not contain the tips of the 5HT neuron 

(Fig. 6A, B). However, at this point in development, this area of the glomerulus is 

know to contain the growing tips of another class of antennal-lobe neuron, the 

uniglomerular neurons (Malun et al. 1994). By the time the major branching 

patterns of antennal-lobe neurons have been established, and both classes on 

antennal-lobe neurons have grown throughout the glomerulus, the brightest ptyr 

signal appears to be restricted to the region of the glomerulus containing the tips of 

the 5HT antennal-lobe neuron (Fig. 7A). 
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Discussion 

Tyrosine kinase activity in the developing antennal lobe 

Based on the known involvement of tyrosine kinases in a variety of 

developmental events, it seemed likely that many tyrosine kinases would be active 

simultaneously during Mandiica antennal lobe development. To assess the areas of 

the antennal lobe that contained the most tyrosine kinase activity, we examined 

phosphotyrosine staining patterns immunocytochemically, during critical points in 

Manduca antennal lobe development. The goal of these experiments was to 

determine whether or not levels of tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins correlated with 

any of the critical steps in antennal lobe development, such as sensory axon 

ingrowth and sorting, glial proliferation and migration, synapse formation, or 

outgrowth of neurites of antennal-lobe neurons. Although phosphotyrosine was 

present at different levels throughout the brain, the pattern of staining within the 

antennal lobe was specific and stereotyped. 

Phosphotyrosine was present throughout antennal lobe development; the 

highest levels of phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity were found consistently in the 

region of the antennal lobe known to contain forming synapses and the growing 

processes of antennal lobe neurons (Fig. 8A-D, Oland and Tolbert 1996, Tolbert et 

al. 1983, Oland et al. 1990). Significant levels of phosphotyrosine were not 

associated with incoming sensory axons or with antennal-lobe glial cells at any time. 
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Further, removal of glia or sensory axons during development to prevent glomerulus 

formation (Oland and Tolbert 1987) did not alter the basic pattern of ptyr 

immunoreactivity in the antennal lobe; it was brightest in the region of the lobe 

containing the growing (aglomerular) processes of antennal-lobe neurons. This 

suggests that the high levels of ptyr immunoreactivity in the developing lobe 

probably are not restricted to transducing signals that lead to the confinement of 

sensory axons and antennal-lobe neurons into glomeruli by glial cells. This does 

not, however, rule out a more general role for tyrosine kinases in these interactions. 

For instance, elimination of incoming sensory axons did not significantly affect the 

level of ptyr label that was associated with the growing tips of antennal-lobe 

neurons but elimination of large numbers of glial cells did. It could be that 

antennal-lobe glia might be responsible for an extracellular cue that antennal-lobe 

neurons respond to via activation of a tyrosine kinase. This hypothetical signal is 

not sufficient to cause glomerular constraint of antennal-lobe processes because in 

the absence of sensory axons and presence of glia, antennal-lobe neuronal processes 

are aglomerular. 

At the end of metamorphic development, ptyr immunoreactivity fills the 

glomeruli and eventually is strongest in the outer region of the glomeruli that 

contains primarily sensory axons. This may represent a late role for tyrosine kinases 

in regulating synaptic activity in sensory axons as has been shown in the leech 

(Catarsi et al. 1995) and the squid giant synapse (Llinas 1997). 
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Phosphotvrosine levels and synapses 

Several studies have implicated tyrosine phosphorylation in synapse 

development. For instance, a developmentally regulated increase in tyrosine kinase 

activity just after synaptogenesis and decrease at maturity was observed in rat 

synaptosomes (Cudmore and Gurd 1991). A similar rise and fall of phosp ho tyrosine 

immunoreactivity is seen generally throughout the antennal lobe as it develops. 

Inhibition of tyrosine kinase activity was shown to block synapse formation in 

cultured central leech neurons (Catarsi et al. 1995). The MuSK receptor tyrosine 

kinase is believed to be part of a receptor complex for agrin which facilitates the 

clustering of acetylcholine receptors at the neuromuscular junction (DeChiara et al. 

1996, Glass et al. 1996) and cation channels in both the squid and the leech were 

shown to be modulated by tyrosine kinase activity (Anikszetjn et al. 1997, Llinas 

1997). 

Ptyr labeling is diffuse and fuzzy, in contrast to SYNT76 labeling which is 

highly punctate. Double labeling with ptyr and SYNT76 confirmed that synaptic 

vesicle clusters were indeed near phosphotyrosine but the immunofluorescence 

signals did not coincide in most instances. We examined ptyr labeling in regions 

containing SYNT76 labeled puncta and found that in most cases, the diffuse ptyr 

label was not bright in these precise locations. This suggests that a tyrosine kinase 

is probably not phosphorylating proteins within synaptic vesicle clusters in the 
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developing antennal lobe. This does not rule out a role for tyrosine kinases in 

synapse formation. For instance, it is possible that activity at a new synapse causes 

activation of a tyrosine kinase in another part of the cell, via second messenger 

activation, that is critical for stabilization of synapses. Another possibility is that as 

neurite membranes are aligning to form a synapse, cell adhesion molecules may be 

in use causing activation of cytosolic tyrosine kinases such as focal adhesion 

kinases, near, but not at the site of the synapse. Such a scheme could be critical for 

keeping pre- and post-synaptic membranes properly aligned for synaptic function 

(see Gumbiner 1993). 

In developing glomeruli, a minority of synaptic vesicle clusters did appear to 

colocalize with phosphotyrosine, suggesting that a tyrosine kinase may be playing -

very transiently - a role in either synapse formation or synapse maintenance here, as 

has been established for the neuromuscular junction (DeChiara et al. 1996, Glass et 

al. 1996, Anikszetjn et al. 1997, Llinas 1997). Perhaps a tyrosine kinase is required 

only briefly to anchor proteins at the forming synapse until they can be stabilized by 

other means. Much more study is required to determine the actual role tyrosine 

kinases might play in synapse formation. For instance, electron microscopy 

immunocytochemistry with ptyr will be very helpful in determining exactly how far 

phosphotyrosine is from synaptic sites. 

Phosphotyrosine levels and the processes of antennal-lobe neurons 
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Tyrosine phosphorylation has been linked to outgrowth of retinal axons and 

regulation of topographic retinotectal projections, and phosphotyrosine levels have 

been found to be highly regulated in other types of neuronal growth cones in both 

vertebrates and invertebrates (Goldberg and Wu 1994, Cheng et al. 1995, Worley 

and Holt 1996). Therefore, we examined the association between phosphotyrosine 

levels and the growing processes of antennal-lobe neurons in the developing 

antennal lobe. The antennal lobe contains two major classes of neurons, 

uniglomerular projection neurons and multiglomerular intemeurons (Christensen 

1993). Projection neurons reside primarily in the medial-cell cluster of the antennal 

lobe and have been shown to grow into the protoglomeruli to meet incoming 

sensory axons earlier in development than do intemeurons, whose cell bodies reside 

in the lateral cell cluster of the antennal lobe (Malun et al. 1994). Double labeling 

of the 5HT neuron, an identified antennal-lobe neuron that has been shown to extend 

processes in a manner representative of multiglomerular intemeurons (Oland et al. 

1990, Sun et al. 1993, Oland and Tolbert 1996), and phosphotyrosine in the 

developing antennal lobe made it clear that the region of brightest ptyr 

immunoreactivity does overlap with the growing tips of processes of intemeurons 

(Fig. 6) but also extends beyond them into the bases of the protoglomeruli, where 

uniglomerular projection neurons extend processes (Malun et al. 1994). This 

suggests that the pattern of tyrosine phosphorylation in the developing antennal lobe 

overlaps with the growing processes of both uniglomerular projection neurons and 
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multiglomerular intemeurons (Malun et al. 1994, Oland and Tolbert 1996). These 

results suggest that one role of tyrosine phosphorylation in the developing antennal 

lobe may be to regulate process outgrowth of antennal-lobe neurons. 

Future directions 

Our results suggest that tyrosine kinase activity may be a mediator of signals 

involved in neurite outgrowth or synapse formation in the developing antennal lobe 

of Manduca. In the future, it may be possible to use specific tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors to discern more precisely the relationship between tyrosine kinase activity 

and synapse formation or process outgrowth. Many tyrosine kinase inhibitors with 

specificity for inhibiting certain classes of tyrosine kinases are available. Patterns of 

synaptic vesicle clusters and patterns of process outgrowth could be observed after 

antennal lobes have been grown in the presence of specific inhibitors either in situ or 

in culture. Significant changes in synpase number/location or in processes grown by 

antennal lobe neurons after such treatement might point to the importance of a 

specific class of tyrosine kinase in mediating these developmental events in the 

antenna! lobe of Manduca. 
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Figure 3-1 

Phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity in developing antennal lobe 

A.) Stage 2, before sensory axons reach lobe, low level of ptyr immunoreactivity is 
present in forming neuropilar region. 
B.) Stage 4, sensory axons beginning to enter lobe and glia proliferating, bright ptyr 
immunoreactivity in central neuropil. 
C.) Stage 5, protoglomeruli forming, brightest ptyr immunoreactivity is present in 
neuropil just inside ring of forming protoglomeruli, begins to clear from center 
neuropil. 
D.) Stage 6, glia migrating and glomeruli begin to form, brightest ptyr at inner 
border of forming glomeruli. 
E.) Stage 7, glomeruli forming, brightest ptyr immunoreactivity in the forming 
glomeruli. 
F.) Stage 9, basic components of glomeruli in place, brightest ptyr in glomeruli. 
Scale bars = 50 |im, c = central neuropil, arrow = protoglomerular region, asterisk = 
glomerulus. 
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Figure 3-2 

Phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity after glomerulus formation 

A.) Stage 12, ptyr signal decreases gradually and spreads over entire glomerulus. 
B.) Stage 14, ptyr signal decreasing and now concentrated in outer, sensory portion 
of glomeruli. 
C.) Stage 18, ptyr signal very low but still brightest in outer portion of glomeruli. 
Scale bars = 50 |j.m, asterisk = glomerulus. 
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Figure 3-3 

Phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity in aglomeruluar development 

A.) Stage 7 antennal lobe grown in the absence of sensory axons. Antennal-lobe 
neurons branch finely around outer rim of neuropil and glial cells simply surround 
neuropil. Ptyr label strongest in outer rim of neuropil, not in glial cells. 
B .) Stage 7 antennal lobe grown in the absence of normal numbers of glial cells. 
Antennal-lobe neurons again branch finely around outer rim of neuropil and normal 
numbers of sensory axons around rim of central neuropil. Ptyr label strongest in 
outer rim of neuropil but appears less intense than normal. Scale bars = SOfim, c = 
central neuropil. 
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Figure 3-4 

Synaptotagmin and phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity 
before glomerulus formation 

A.) Stage 4 antennal lobe, single optical section, no overlap of immunofluorescence 
signals (white arrowheads). Scale bar = 50 [im 
B.) Enlargement of boxed region in A. Scale bar = 25 |am, red = ptyr, green = 
SYNT76. 
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Figure 3-5 

Synaptotagmin and phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity 
during glomerulus formation 

A.)Stage 7 antennal lobe, single optical section, some overlap of immuno
fluorescence signals in fonming glomeruli (white arrowhead) but not in central 
neuropil. 
B.) Enlargement of boxed area in A. Red = ptyr, green = SYNT76, c = central 
neuropil and scale bars = 50 fim. 
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Figure 3-6 

Serotonin and phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity 
during glomerulus formation 

A.) Stage 6, brightest ptyr immunoreactivity overlaps and goes beyond (arrow) 
growing tips of 5HT cell processes. 
B .) Stage 7, high levels of ptyr immunoreactivity overlap with growing tips of 5HT 
neuron and reach further (arrow) into forming glomeruli than do 5HT processes. 
Scale bar = 50|j.m, asterisk = glomerulus, c = central neuropil. 
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Figure 3-7 
Serotonin and phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity 

after basic glomerulus formation is complete 

A.) Stage 9, brightest ptyr immunoreactivity colocalizes with glomerular branchin 
of 5HT neuron. Scale bar = 50|im, asterisk = glomerulus, c = central neuropil. 
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Figure 3-8 

Schematic diagram of cellular components in relation to 
phosphotyrosine labeling during antennal lobe development 

A.) Stage 2, antennal lobe consists of antennal-lobe neurons and glia. Antennal-lobe 
neurons reside in medial and lateral clusters on edge of lobe and send thick 
processes into lobe forming central neuropil. A layer of glial cells (dashed lines) 
surrounds central neuropil, ptyr (shaded area represents ptyr labeling) faintly labels 
central neuropil. 
B.) Stage 5, sensory axons form protoglomeruli and uniglomerular projection 
neurons from medial cluster reach further into forming glomeruli than do processes 
from medial cluster neurons, like 5HT cell. Glia begin to wrap around forming 
glomeruli. Ptyr labels central neuropil to inner edge of protoglomeruli. 
C.) Stage 7, processes from antennal lobe neurons grow closer to incoming sensory 
axons within glomeruli, glia continue to encircle glomerular domains. Ptyr label 
disappears from central neuropil but continues to label inner portion of forming 
glomeruli. 
D.) Stage 18, antennal lobe development nearly complete, ptyr faintly labels outer 
portion of glomeruli. M = medial cell body cluster, L = lateral cell body cluster, 
asterisk = glomemlus, UPN = Uniglomerular projection neuron, IN 
multiglornemlar intemeuron. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A TRK-LIKE KINASE MAY MEDIATE OUTGROWTH OF 

PROCESSES BY NEURONS IN THE DEVELOPING ANTENNAE 

LOBE OF MANDUCA SEXTA 

Introduction 

Trk tyrosine kinases have been shown to be essential for the development of 

many neuronal populations in the mammalian nervous system (Levi-Montalcini 

1987, Snider 1994, Barbacid 1995). TrkA, B and C are the primary functional 

receptors for the neurotrophin family of soluble factors, nerve growth factor (NGF), 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), NT-3 and NT-4/5 (Bothwell 1995, 

Barbacid 1995, Kaplan and Miller 1997). Trk receptors and their ligands mediate 

developmental signals ranging from cell proliferation to cell survival and 

differentiation (Snider 1994, Bothwell 1995, Kaplan and Miller 1997). Mutations 

and knockouts of the genes encoding these proteins tend to result in severe sensory 

defects which may be responsible for the short life-spans of the mutant mice (Snider 

1994, Barbacid 1995). 
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Although it is well established that trk receptors and neurotrophins are 

essential for development of the mammalian nervous system, little is known of the 

role of similar proteins in invertebrate systems. Several reports have implicated 

tyrosine kinases in invertebrate neural development (Gertler et al. 1989, Ridgway et 

al. 1991, Pulidoetal. 1992, Wu and Goldberg 1993, Zipursky and Rubin 1994, 

Llin^ et al. 1997, Aniksztejn et al. 1997, Oishi 1997. Kesteren 1998) but in only a 

few of these cases has the tyrosine kinase been related to trk or neurotrophin 

molecules (Ridgway etal. 1991, Pulido etal. 1992, Oishi 1997, Kesteren 1998), A 

receptor tyrosine kinase, Dtrk, has been cloned from Drosophila melanogaster 

(Pulido et al. 1992). Its kinase domain is similar to trk receptor kinase domains but 

the extracellular portion of Dtrk does not share significant homolgy with trk 

receptors (Pulido et al. 1992). In the snail, Lymnaea ytagnalis, it was shown that 

NGF could cause sprouting of specific neurons and that an NGF-like molecule 

might be endogenous to the system (Ridgway et al. 1991). More recently, a trk-like 

kinase has been cloned from Lymnaea which binds to NT-3 and shares sequence 

similarities with the kinase, transmembrane and extracellular domains of trk 

receptors (Kesteren 1998). These data suggest that a neurotrophin/trk-like system of 

signal transduction may also play a role in invertebrate neural development. 

The purpose of this study was to explore the possibility that a trk-like protein 

may be present and may play a role in the developing olfactory (antennal) lobe of 

the moth Mandiica sexta. Much is known about the requirement for specific 
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intercellular interactions during development of olfactory glomeruli in Manduca 

(Oland and Tolbert 1996) but little is yet known about the molecules that mediate 

these interactions. Trk receptors and neurotrophins have been found in the 

mammalian olfactory system. Messenger RNA for trk receptors has been found in 

the olfactory epithelium and olfactory bulb of rat and cat ( Medio et al. 1992, 

Deckner et al. 1993). TrkA protein was found in the developing olfactory nerve and 

adult olfactory glomeruli, and trkA, B and C have been found to be sequentially 

expressed in regenerating olfactory neuroepithelium (Vickland et al. 1992, Roskams 

etal. 1996). 

Using an antibody that recognizes the conserved kinase domain of the trk 

receptors we have obtained evidence for trk-like proteins in the developing antennal 

lobe of bAcmduca. We then tried to inhibit trk-like kinase activity in cultured 

antennal-lobe neurons with the synthetically-derived tyrosine kinase inhibitor, 

Tyrphostin AG879, known to specifically inhibit trk kinases. Finally, we used 

RT-PCR to identify trk-like RNA transcripts in the brain and antennal lobe 

specifically. 
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(Methods 

Animals 

Manduca sexta (Lepidoptera;Sphingidae) were reared on artificial diet under a 

long-day photoperiod (17 h light:7 hdark) in walk-in environmental chambers. 

Pupae were staged according to the criteria described by Tolbert et al. (1983). The 

criteria involve changes in structures that are either superficial or readily visible 

through the pupal cuticle under a dissecting microscope. Each of the 18 stages of 

metamorphic adult development lasts 1-4 days. 

Immunocvtochemistrv 

Brains were dissected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer overnight at 4 "^C. If tissue was to be 

examined for phosphotyrosine content, tissue was collected in 5mM HEPES buffer 

with 2 mM sodium orthovanadate to inhibit phosphatase activity. Fixed brains were 

embedded in 7% agarose and 100 |am vibratome sections were cut. Sections were 

incubated for 30 minutes in a blocking solution containing 1% normal goat serum 

and 0.2% triton X-100 in PBS (PBST). Blocked sections were incubated in primary 

antibody (rabbit trk-C 1 ;500, Santa Cruz; mouse phosphotyrosine 1; 1000, Sigma) 

diluted in PBST, overnight at 4°C. After washing in PBS sections were incubated 

with a secondary antibody, conjugated to Cy3, appropriate to the primary antibody 
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host animal (goat anti-rabbit 1:1000, goat anti-mouse 1 400, Jackson Labs). .After 

final washing, sections were mounted on standard glass slides in a polyvinylalcohol 

solution containing DABCO (l,4-diazbicyclo-[2.2.2]octane). Tissue was imaged 

with a Biorad MRC 600 laser-scanning confocal microscope equipped with a 

Krypton/Argon 15 mW laser and appropriate dichromatic filter cubes. Confocal 

settings were similar for all brain sections labeled with a specific antibody to 

facilitate comparisons of immunofluorescence at various stages of development. 

Confocal images were converted to TIFF format with Confocal Assistant v4.02 

(Biorad) and cropped and annotated in Corel Draw vS.O 

Cultured cells were fixed at room temperature for 1 hour, rinsed in 2 mM 

sodium orthovanadate in 5 mM FIEPES buffer. They were blocked in PBST plus 1% 

normal goat serum and primary antibody incubation was for 2 hours at room 

temperature (rabbit trk-C 1:500, Santa Cruz; mouse phosphotyrosine 1; 1000, 

Sigma). After washing in PBS, secondary antibody, conjugated to Cy3, appropriate 

to the primary antibody host animal (goat anti-rabbit 1:1000, goat anti-mouse 1:400, 

Jackson Labs) incubation was for 45 minutes. Immunostained cells were then 

visualized and photographed on a Zeiss IM35 inverted microscope with a lOOW DC 

mercury light source. Resulting slides were digitized with an HP ScanJet 3C/T 

scanner and processed for publication with Corel Draw v8.0. 

Tissue Culture and Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors 
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Antennal lobes were dissected from animals at stage 5 of metamorphic 

development. Antennal lobes were enzymatically (0.1 mg/ml collagenase and 0.4 

mg/ml dispase) and mechanically dissociated according to the protocol of Hayashi 

and Hildebrand (1990). Dissociated cells were washed in supplemented L-15 

culture medium (Hayashi and Hildebrand 1990, Oland and Oberlander 1993) and 

plated on a concanavalin A/laminin-coated coverslip glued to the bottom of a 35mm 

culture dish with an 8mm hole bored in the center. The resulting well holds 100|j,l 

of dissociated cells in culture medium. This protocol is designed to optimize the 

survival of antennal-lobe neurons. The majority of non-neuronai cells do not 

survive in these cultures beyond the first 2 days in vitro. 

For inhibitor studies, cells were grown on concanavilin .A/laminin-coated 

gridded coverslips and were flooded after 24 hours in culture with control medium 

or medium containing either dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO at 1:3000) (Fisher), 5 

Tyrphostin AG879 (Calbiochem) in DMSO, or 10 (xM Lavendustin A (Calbiochem) 

in DMSO. Cells were grown for three days under treatment conditions, then were 

given fresh control medium and allowed to grow normally for another 3 days. For 

the experiment on process outgrowth, approximately 100 cells, from 4 or 5 dishes, 

per treatment group were photographed on an Olympus IMT-2 inverted microscope 

under phase contrast optics at 24 hours in culture and after 3 days of treatment with 

either DMSO (vehicle control), Tyrphostin AG 879, or Lavendustin A. For the 

experiment examining recovery of growth, approximately 100 cells, from 4 dishes. 
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per treatment group were photographed after 3 days of treatment and then after 3 

subsequent days of growth in fresh, control medium. In this experiment the 

treatment groups were DMSO, Tyrphostin AG 879 or control medium. 

Process Measurement and Statistical Analysis 

All photographed cells that were in good focus were analyzed. Processes 

were measured using a digitizing pad and SigmaScan v3.90 software (Jandel 

Scientific). All visible processes were measured for each cell regardless of caliber 

or length. Reliable distance measurement, with this configuration of equipment and 

software, was determined to have a lower limit of 5 |am. To determine this lower 

limit, the same line was measured 20 times and the standard error was determined to 

be the limit of reliability. The total process length was determined for each cell by 

summing the measurements of all processes with lengths greater than 5|j.m. The 

total process lengths/cell for each treatment group were compared as a population to 

the process lengths of the control group in each experiment, either DMSO in the 

outgrowth experiment or control medium in the recovery experiment. A 

Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric analysis of variance was done, with the GraphPad 

InStat v2.02 statistical package, to determine the significance of the differences in 

the populations of total process lengths between control and experimental 

treatments. The same analysis was done to compare the populations of changes in 

process growth over 3days. Differences with a p<0.05 were considered significant. 
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RT-PCR 

The most conserved portions of the trk kinase were used as templates for the 

design of degenerate primers (Klein et al. 1989, Lamballe et al. 1991, Meakin et al. 

1992, Shelton et al. 1995, Martin et al. 1995 ) The reverse and forward primers 

Lotrkl [5'-CCN ATHMGNTGGATGCCNCCNGAR-3'] and Uptrk2 

[5'-GGIGARGGIGCN 1 TYGGNAARGT - 3'] were used to zm^Wiy Mandiica 

cDNA from stage 7 antennal lobes. Total RNA was collected using Trizol (Gibco 

BEU.) and was reverse transcribed following the protocol for the SuperScript Choice 

cDNA Synthesis System (Gibco BRL). For PCR, 200 |jM of all four dNTPs, 200 

nM of both Lotrkl and Uptrk2 primers, and 1^1 of cDNA were mixed with 

AmpliTaq reagents (Perkin-Elmer) which included 2 mM magnesium chloride. 

After a five minute hot start at 94°C, 0.3 |il of AmpliTaq polymerase was added to 

the 20 ^1 PGR reaction. 30 cycles of 94°C ; 20 seconds, 50°C ; 20 seconds and 

72°C ; 20 seconds were performed on a 9600 (Perkin-Elmer) thermocycler. The 

resulting amplicon (-540 bp) was TA cloned into the vector pCR 2.1. Plasmids were 

sequenced, by an automated sequencing facility, with an ABI sequencer. Sequence 

analysis was done with GeneWorks v2.3 for the Macintosh and BLAST analysis 

was done using the National Center for Biotechnology Information website. 

Northern Blot Analysis 
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A radiolabeled probe was generated by PCR using the relinearized RT-PCR 

fragment as template and 50|i,Ci of [ '-P]-dCTP as described above. This probe was 

used to analyze Northern blots of total RNA from isolated antennal lobes (2|j.g/lane) 

and from whole brains (20 |ig/lane) at different stages of pupal development. Total 

RNA was collected using Trizol (Gibco-BRL). Blots were incubated in 

prehybridization solution (5x SSPE, 10% dextran sulfate, 50% formamide, 2% SDS, 

5x Denhardt's solution, lOmg salmon sperm DNA) at 42°C for 2 hours. ['-P]-dCTP 

labeled probes were added and the blot was incubated at 42°C overnight. Blots 

were washed under standard conditions with the final wash in 0. lxSSPEyi% SDS at 

60°C. 
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Results 

Trk immunoreactivity 

A rabbit polyclonal antiserum against the conserved trk kinase domain that 

recognizes all three trk receptors in mammals, trk-C (Santa Cruz), was used to label 

developing antennal lobes. No trk-C labeling was present in antennal lobes prior to 

the formation of glomeruli. As sensory axons begin to form protoglomeruli (stage 

5), knots of processes that will become mature glomeruli, around the outer rim of 

the lobe neuropil, faint punctate trk-C label appeared in the area of the lobe 

containing the growing tips of antennai-lobe neuronal processes (Fig. I A). As 

glomerulus formation progresses (stage 7), the inner portions of the forming 

glomeruli are labeled by trk-C (Fig. IB). This portion of the glomerulus is known 

to contain primarily the growing tips of antennal-lobe neurons which will form 

synaptic contacts with sensory axons entering from the outer edge of the glomerulus 

(see Chapter 3 for details). Glomerular labeling by trk-C remains bright throughout 

glomerulus formation which is brightest in the outer portion of the glomerulus in the 

mature antennal lobe (stage 18, Fig IC). If trk-C labeling in the developing antennal 

lobe represents a functioning tyrosine kinase, some level of phosphotyrosine 

immunoreactivity should colocalize with trk-C. Detailed analysis of 

phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity in the developing antennal lobe was discussed in 

Chapter 3. Although much more ptyr label than trk-C label is present in the 
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antennal lobe, it is in the same regions of the lobe as trk-C. To look more closely at 

the subcellular distribution of trk-C and ptyr label in antennal-lobe neurons, we 

grew them in dissociated cultures. 

Trk-C and ptyr in cultured antennal-lobe neurons 

Neurons were collected from stage 5 antennal lobes and allowed to grow in 

culture for 4 days. Trk-C labeled fine puncta throughout the somata and processes 

of cultured neurons. What appeared to be clusters of puncta were often found 

within processes, and near branch points (Fig. 2B). Growth cones were consistently 

labeled as well (Fig. 2A, B). Ptyr labeling was very similar to trk-C labeling. Ptyr 

tended to be brightest in the filipodial edges of growth cones and in cell bodies (Fig. 

2C, D). The presence of trk-C and ptyr immunoreactivity in processes of 

antennal-lobe neurons suggests that a trk-like kinase may partially mediate process 

outgrowth signaling in these neurons. To test this possibility, cultured neurons were 

grown in the presence of trk-specific and general tyrosine kinase inhibitors and the 

amount of process outgrowth by individual neurons was quantified. 

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors and process outgrowth 

Serial concentrations of 4 tyrosine kinase inhibitors, genistein, herbimycin 

A, Lavendustin A and Tyrphostin AG879 (Levitzki and Gazit 1995), were applied to 

cultured antennal-lobe neurons to determine whether any of these inhibitors might 
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effect process outgrowth by antennal lobe neurons without increasing their rate of 

cell death in culture (data not shown). Non-toxic concentrations that appeared to 

have some affect on process outgrowth (see methods) were found for Lavendustin A 

(LAV) and Tyrphostin AG879 (AG879) only. 

AG879 is a synthetically-derived tyrosine kinase inhibitor shown to 

specifically inhibit trk kinases and erbB2 kinase at very low (^M) concentrations 

(Ohmichi et al. 1993, Levitzki and Gazit 1995). LAV is a more general tyrosine 

kinase inhibitor that competes for the ATP-binding site of several classes of tyrosine 

kinase (Levitzki and Gazit 1995). Cultured antennal-lobe neurons were exposed to 

tyrosine kinase inhibitors or vehicle control, DMSO, for 3 days. Inhibitors were 

added to the culture medium after the cells had been allowed to adhere to the 

substrate for 24 hours. Cells were photographed using phase contrast optics at the 

time of inhibitor addition (t = 0), and 3 days (3d) after inhibitor addition. 

AG879-treated cells appeared to have grown many fewer processes than did 

DMSO-treated cells but LAV-treated cells seemed to grow processes similar to 

DMSO-treated cells. Most of the process outgrowth from AG879-treated cells 

tended to be fine, primary branches (Fig. 3 A, B), in contrast to process outgrowth 

from DMSO and LAV-treated cells which usually consisted of one to several long 

primary neurites with many secondary or higher order branches (Fig. 3C-F). 

To quantify the effect the inhibitors had on process outgrowth by cultured 

neurons, every visible branch was measured for each neuron using a digitizing 
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tablet. These measurements were then summed to determine the estimated total 

process length per cell. The population of total process lengths from each treatment 

group at t = 0 and 3d were compared within and across time blocks using a 

non-parametric analysis of variance. At t = 0, there was no significant difference 

between the population of total process lengths of DMSO-treated and either 

AG879-treated or LAV-treated cells (Fig. 4A). At 3d, while there was still no 

difference between DMSO- (n = 88) and LAV-treated cells (n = 115), there was a 

significant difference (p < 0.05) between the population of total process lengths of 

DMSO-treated and AG879-treated (n = 168) cells (Fig. 4B). Nearly 60% of the 

AG879-treated cells had total process lengths under 500 (im after 3 days of 

treatment but only -30% of DMSO- and LAV-treated cells had total process lengths 

less that 500 iim. 

To determine whether loss of processes or just lack of growth contributed to 

the differences between DMSO- and AG879- treated cells at 3d, the amount of 

process growth between t = 0 and 3d was determined for individual cells in each 

treatment group. The change in process growth over 3 days per cell was compiled as 

a population for each treatement group and these populations were compared (Fig. 

4C). Again the population of change in growth over 3 days was similar for DMSO-

and LAV-treated cells but significantly different for DMSO- and AG879-treated 

cells (p < 0.05). 41% of AG879-treated cells showed negative process growth while 

only 27% of DMSO-treated cells showed negative growth. There were also obvious 
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differences in the amount of positive growth per day between these two treatment 

groups; more DMSO-treated cells grew longer processes each day than did 

AG879-treated cells. 

To ensure that cells treated with AG879 were still healthy enough to grow 

significant lengths of processes and to compare DMSO-treated cells to cells grown 

in untreated medium, the above experiment was repeated with slight differences. 

The treatment groups were DMSO, AG879 and control medium. Cells were grown 

for 24 hours in untreated medium, treated for 3 days and then grown in untreated 

medium for 3 more days. Cells were photographed after the 3 days of treatment and 

then again 3 days after washout. Total process lengths of cells at 3 days of 

treatment were measured and the resulting populations of cell process lengths were 

compared using non-parametric analysis of variance (Fig. 5A). Again 

AG879-treated (n = 133) cells grew significantly fewer processes than did either 

DMSO-treated cells (n = 123) or cells grown in untreated medium (n = 115). There 

was no significant difference between total process lengths of DMSO-treated and 

untreated cells. The number of AG879-treated cells that grew significantly after 

washout was determined by comparing the photographs from 3 days of treatment to 

photos from 3 days of washout. Approximately 71% of the cells that survived 

washout (n = 100) grew significant processes over the 3 days in standard culture 

medium (Fig. 5B, C). 
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RT-PCR and Northern Blot Analysis 

To determine, using another method, when a trk-like kinase is present in the 

antennal lobe, degenerate oligonucleotide primers were designed to hybridize to the 

conserved portions of the trk kinase domain for RT-PCR. Blast analysts of the 

RT-PCR fragment sequence showed that it shares significant sequence identity with 

invertebrate trk-like kinases including the Drosophila tyrosine kinases Dror and 

Dtrk as well as mouse and human trkB. Northern blot analysis revealed a single 4.5 

kb transcript that is present throughout brain development and specifically, in 

developing antennal lobes. The transcript appears to decrease in abundance as the 

pupal brain matures but remains present at fairly constant levels in developing 

antennal lobes (Fig. 6A,B). 
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Discussion 

Significance of invertebrate trk kinases 

Trk kinases have been shown to play critical roles in neural development of 

vertebrate organisms, but relatively little is know about the influence of trk-like 

kinases in the developing invertebrate nervous system. Neuronal trk-like kinases 

such as Dtrk and Dnrk have been identified in Drosophila melanogaster and Ltrk 

was found in Lymnaea stagfialis (Pulido et al. 1993, Oishi et al. 1997, Kesteren 

1998). Ltrk is the first to show significant sequence and structural similarity to 

mammalian trk-receptors beyond the kinase domain. Dtrk appears to function as an 

homophilic adhesion molecule and, although it is expressed specifically in the 

developing nervous system, the fiinction of Dnrk has yet to be identified (Pulido et 

al. 1993, Oishi et al. 1997). We have shown that a trk-like kinase is present in 

developing antennal-lobe neurons and may play a role in process outgrowth of these 

cells based on the effect that a specific trk kinase inhibitor has on the lengths of 

processes grown by these cells in culture. 

Trk-C immunoreactivitv in the antennal lobe 

An antibody against mammalian trk recognizes a protein in the region of the 

developing antennal lobe containing the growing tips of antennal-lobe neuronal 

processes. This may be an active trk-like kinase given the high levels of tyrosine 
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phosphorylation found in the same regions of the developing antennal lobe. 

Cultured antennai-lobe neurons contain trk-like immunoreactive proteins throughout 

their cell bodies, processes and growth cones; tyrosine phosphorylation is found in 

similar patterns in cultured neurons. These findings suggest that a trk-like kinase 

may partially mediate the transduction of signals that cause process outgrowth in 

these neurons. 

Tyrphostin AGS 79 affects process outgrowth 

Treatment of cultured cells with the synthetic tyrosine kinase inhibitor 

Tyrphostin AG 879 resulted in much less process outgrowth by antennai-lobe 

neurons when compared to antennai-lobe neurons grown in vehicle control or under 

standard conditions. The difference in the lengths of processes grown in 

AG879-treated cells versus vehicle-treated cells was partially due to loss of 

processes already grown and partially due to the slower accumulation of processes 

under treatment conditions. The use of live cell imaging during fliture experiments 

could help to address more specifically how the dynamics of process outgrowth 

from antennai-lobe neurons are altered by the application of Tyrphostin AG879. 

Tyrosine kinase inhibition by Tyrphostin AG879 did appear to be non-toxic and 

reversible. Treated cells appeared to be healthy (did not die at a noticeably higher 

rate than vehicle-treated cells) and were able to grow normal lengths of processes 

once the inhibitor was removed from the culture medium. The naturally occurring 
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tyrosine kinase inhibitor, Lavendustin A, did not have any effect on the amount of 

processes grown by antennal-Iobe neurons. This may be due to the fact that only a 

low concentration of Lavendustin A was found to be non-toxic to cultured 

antennal-lobe neurons. It is possible that Lavendustin A is active in this culture 

system only at higher concentrations which are toxic because they cause general 

suppression of cellular tyrosine phosphorylation that is necessary for cell survival. 

This could be true also for the other two tyrosine kinase inhibitors, genistein and 

herbimycin A, that were investigated briefly in this system. 

Although it was attempted, it was not possible to quantify changes in 

phosphorylation levels of trk-like proteins with either SDS-PAGE and 

immunoblotting or with whole cell immunocytochemistry. The trk-like antibody 

used for immunocytochemistry did not work well on immunoblots of separated, 

total antennal-lobe proteins and there was no apparent difference in the quantity of 

phosphorylation found immunocytochemically in AG879-treated neurons versus 

vehicle-treated neurons. This does not rule out the possibility that inhibition of a 

trk-like kinase was affecting process outgrowth in these cultured neurons. It 

suggests that whatever tyrosine phosphorylation was being decreased does not 

represent the majority of the phosphorylation seen at any one time in antennal lobe 

neurons. This would not be surprising given the number of important roles that 

tyrosine phosphorylation is known to play in all developing neural systems and the 

transient nature of tyrosine phosphorylation as a post-translational modification. 
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Trk-iike kinases 'mMandiica antennal lobe 

If the trk-like protein identified here is a transmembrane receptor mediating 

signals that influence process outgrowth in antennal-lobe neurons, it is probable that 

it is responding to a signal that is present in our simple culture system; a signal that 

is not specific to the extracellular environment provided by sensory axons or 

antennal-lobe glia in the developing antennal lobe. Our culture conditions are 

designed to optimize the survival of only antennal-lobe neurons, not glial cells 

which have been shown to strongly influence fine branching patterns of 

antennal-lobe neurons (Oland and Tolbert 1996, Baumann et al. 1996) and not 

sensory axons that are severed during dissection. Any extracellular signals in these 

cultures most likely come from antennal-lobe neurons themselves, the concanavilin 

A/laminin substrate or the culture medium which contains 10% fetal bovine serum. 

This trk-like kinase may be responding to a trophic signal either from the culture 

medium or from antennal-lobe neurons, like other known trk receptors (including 

Ltrk, Kesteren 1998) or, alternatively, this trk-like kinase may be a 

signal-transducing protein that adheres to the concanavilin A'laminin substrate more 

like Dtrk (Pulido et al. 1993). Another possibility is that the tyrosine kinase 

inhibited by Tyrphostin AG879 may have some basal activity that is important for 

the outgrowth of processes from antennal-lobe neurons, and is enhanced by an 

extracellular cue from glia or sensory axons in the antennal lobe. This scenario 
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could explain why inhibition of a tyrosine kinase that transduces specific 

intercellular cues in the antennal lobe would still affect process outgrowth in the 

isolation of our culture system. 

In the future, cloning and expressing the full-length trk-like transcript 

identified here, with RT-PCR and Northern blotting, will help to more specifically 

identify the role of trk-like proteins in antennal-lobe neuronal development. A 

full-length clone would allow us to create specific probes for in situ hybridization to 

determine whether or not the mRNA we identified with RT-PCR is present in 

antennal-lobe neurons. We could then look at the peptide sequence of the clone and 

determine its similarity, beyond the kinase domain, to other tyrosine kinases. This 

should give us a clue as to the possible function of the protein. Ultimately, 

antibodies to various regions of the peptide could be made for use in functional 

studies in culture. 

Our initial attempts at RT-PCR to identify trk-like kinases suggests that 

there may be several trk-like kinases to be explored in the olfactory system of 

Mandtica. This is not surprising given the number of trk-like kinases that have been 

identified in Drosophila so far based on a similar initial screen. Further cloning of 

other potential trk-like kinases will be necessary in the future. Finally, identifying 

trk-like tyrosine kinases in the developing antennal-lobe of Manduca will allow us 

to use the unique experimental advantages of this model system, such as the ability 

to manipulate both olfactory receptor neurons and antennal-lobe glial cells without 
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disturbing antennal-lobe neurons, to explore the role these proteins play in the 

developmental organization of olfactory system. 
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Figure 4-1 

Trk-C immunofluorescence 

A.) Stage 5 antennal lobe, faint, punctate trk-C labeling begins around the outer rim 
of the forming neuropil. 
B.) Stage 7 antennal lobe, brighter trk-C labeling in the inner region of the forming 
glomeruli. 
C.) Stage 18 antennal lobe, faint trk-C label remains in the outer portion of the 
mature glomeruli. Scale bars = 50 |im. 
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Figure 4-2 

Trk-C and Ptry immunofluorescence in vitro 

A, B .) Phase contrast and fluorescence images of trk-C labeled cell. 
C, D.) Phase contrast and fluorescence images of ptyr labeled cell. 
Open arrow = flattened growth cone, closed arrow = process branch point, 
asterisk = cell bodies and scale bars = 50 jim. 
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Figure 4-3 

Process outgrowth in the presence of tyrosine kinase inhibitors 

A, B.) Tyrphostin AG879-treated ceils. 
C, D.) DMSO-treated cells. 
E, F.) Lavendustin A-treated cells. 
A, C, E.) 24 hrs in culture. B, D, F.) After 3 days of treatment. Asterisks = cell 
bodies. 
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Figure 4-4 

Statistical analysis of process outgrowth 

A.) Populations of total process lengths at t = 0. No significant differences. 
B.) Populations of total process lengths at 3 days. 
C.) Change in process length after 3 days of treatment. Asterisk = significantly 
different from control, p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4-5 

DMSO vs. Untreated and outgrowth after washout 

A.) Populations of total process lengths at 3 days. UT = untreated cells, asterisk = 
significantly different from control, p < 0.05. 
B, C.) Antennal-lobe neuron after 3 days of treatment with Tyrphostin AG 879 (B), 
same cell after 3 days of growth in normal medium (C). 
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Figure 4-6 

Northern blot analysis 

A.) A 4.5 kb transcript appears to decrease over development in whole brain 
total RNA (20 |ig/lane). 
B.) A 4.5 kb transcript is present throughout development in the antennal lobe. 
2mg/lane total antennal-lobe RNA. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Manduca sexta has proved to be a very useful model organism for studying 

cellular interactions during the development of the olfactory system. Many critical 

points of intercellular interaction have been identified and the morphological 

changes of normal development have been well documented (Oland and Tolbert 

1996). Cellular interactions are critical for the proper formation of the 

characteristic olfactory glomeruli in Manduca but relatively little is known about the 

molecular mechanisms that mediate these changes. The studies presented here were 

designed to begin the sizeable task of determining which signaling systems regulate 

the many developmental events that occur during metamorphic development of the 

antennal lobe in Manduca. It was our hope that by identifying a molecular signaling 

system that was associated with important developmental events, we would open the 

door to future experiments focused on the role of specific classes of transductional 

proteins. The prevalence of tyrosine phosphorylation as a developmental signal and 

the evolutionary conservation, structurally and functionally, of several classes of 

protein tyrosine kinases led us to examine the role of tyrosine phosphorylation in the 

developing antennal lobe (Hanks et al. 1988, Fantl et al. 1993). 
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Tyrosine phosphorylation patterns in the antenna! lobe 

Tyrosine phosphorylation is present at high levels during glomerulus 

formation in the developing antennal lobe of the moth Mandiica sexta. 

Immunolabeling of tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins in the developing antennal 

lobe and in vitro shows that the highest levels of tyrosine phosphorylation are 

located in the growing processes of antennal-lobe neurons. Tyrosine kinase activity 

has been associated with many events in the developing nervous system including 

cell adhesion, growth cone activity, synapse formation and refinement, and the 

reception of extracellular trophic signals (Gumbiner 1993, Goldberg and Wu 1994. 

Wallace 1994, Glass etal. 1996, Thoenen 1995, Bothwell 1995). The relationships 

between tyrosine kinase activity and both synapse formation and process outgrowth 

were examined because these two developmental events matched well with the 

spatial and temporal patterns of tyrosine phosphorylation seen in the developing 

antennal lobe. Tyrosine phosphorylation was found within several microns of 

synaptic vesicle clusters but it was not overlapping except in a minority of instances 

in forming glomeruli. This suggests that a tyrosine kinase may be involved in 

synapse formation or maintenance but most likely not at the synaptic vesicle. A 

trk-like kinase is present in the developing antennal-lobe during glomerulus 

formation in the same regions of the lobe containing high levels of tyrosine 

phosphorylation and a trk/erbB2-specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor appeared to 
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inhibit process outgrowth by antennal-lobe neurons in culture. This suggests that a 

trk-Iike tyrosine kinase may play an important role in process outgrowth by 

antennal-lobe neurons. 

Synapses and tyrosine phsophorvlation 

In order to compare patterns of synapse formation with phosphotyrosine 

patterns, a label for synapses for light leyel microscopy was developed, as reported 

in Chapter 2. Manduca synaptotagmin was cloned and found to be very similar to 

other known synaptotagmins. A polyclonal antibody was produced against the least 

conserved region of Manduca synaptotagmin to promote protein specificity and 

antigenicity. The resulting antibody recognizes a roughly 60kd protein that is 

abundant in synaptic neuropils of the brain of Manduca. For the first time, synaptic 

vesicle clusters were examined globally throughout development of the antennal 

lobe. Previous studies of synapse formation were only able to focus on very small 

regions of the lobe at any point in development because synaptic vesicle clusters 

could only be identified at the level of electron microscopy. Our synaptic vesicle 

label will be very useful for further study of synapses in Manduca. It is already 

being used to examine synaptic vesicles at the neuromuscular junction (personal 

communication C. Consoulas and R. Levine) and will be helpful in monitoring the 

development of synapses in antennal lobe organ cultures or dissociated cell cultures. 
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Tyrosine kinase activity and process outgrowth 

Tyrosine phosphorylation levels were highest in the region of the developing 

lobe known to contain the growing tips of antennal-lobe neurons and the highest 

numbers of synapses. Double- label immunofluorescence was used in Chapter 3 to 

determine more precisely how phosphotyrosine levels compared to the pattern of 

synapses and the growing processes of antennal-lobe neurons during antennal lobe 

development. Although patterns of phosphotyrosine immunoreactivity were very 

similar to synaptic-vesicle cluster pattems there was surprisingly little overlap 

between the two signals, especially in the central neuropil. There was some direct 

signal overlap in forming glomeruli. These data suggest that tyrosine 

phosphorylation seen in the antennal lobe may be involved in some aspect of 

synapse formation but probably not at the synaptic vesicle, in most cases. It is 

possible that tyrosine kinases are associated with synaptic vesicles but their activity 

in these regions may be very transient. This may be the reason that no overlap 

between phosphotyrosine and synaptic vesicles was seen in the few synapses of the 

central neuropil. We may see overlap of these signals in forming glomemli only 

because of the sheer number of synapses forming at any one time in a glomerulus. 

Inhibition of tyrosine kinase activity with specific tyrosine kinase inhibitors could 

be useful in determining what functional role these kinases may play in synapse 

formation. First, synaptic pattems could be monitored simply at the light 

microscopic level to see if these inhibitors may have a gross effect on synapse 
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formation. If a disruption is identified, synapses in inhibitor-treated brains could 

then be examined more closely using electron microscopy and electrophysiology. 

These techniques may help identify the specific functional role of tyrosine kinases 

during synapse formation in antenna! lobe of Manduca. 

The inhibition of process outgrowth by the synthetic tyrosine kinase 

inhibitor, Tyrphostin AG879, discussed in Chapter 4, suggests that a trk-like or 

erbB2-like kinase plays a role in process outgrowth of antennal-lobe neurons in 

culture. It will be important to determine whether Tyrphostin AG879 has a similar 

effect on process outgrowth in situ. This inhibitor may have a very different effect 

on antennal-lobe neurons in the presence of other antennal lobe elements. This issue 

may be addressed by using this inhibitor in the developing moth pupa. One 

advantage of using Manduca as a model system is that it is hardy enough to 

continue to develop even under extreme experimental conditions. For instance, 

much of pupal development proceeds even after treatment with very high levels of 

radiation (Oland et al. 1988, Baumann et al. 1996). Tyrphostin AG879 could be 

injected into the moth several times during development and the morphological 

changes of antennal-lobe neurons could be followed to see if process outgrowth by 

antennal-lobe neurons is affected. 

Multiple tyrosine kinase inhibitors were initially tested in this system for 

their effect on process outgrowth but there are still others that may be useful to try 

now that a trk-like kinase is suspected to be involved. Tyrphostin AG879 has been 
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shown to inhibit both erbB2 and trk kinases specifically at very low concentrations. 

K252-A, an alkaloid toxin, may be useful in this system to confirm that a trk-like 

kinase is indeed being inhibited and affecting process outgrowth because it has been 

shown to inhibit trk receptor activity fairly specifically biochemically and in 

cultured PC 12 cells (Angeles et al. 1998, Berg et al. 1993). However, interpretation 

of the activity of K252-A may be difficult because it is known also to inhibit a 

number of cellular kinases at concentrations necessary for trk inhibition (Lazarovici 

et al. 1996). Another way to explore the specificity of Tyrphostin AG879 inhibition 

in antennal-lobe neurons would be to use biochemical analyses to measure changes 

in tyrosine phosphorylation. Unfortunately, we were not able to observe differences 

in total phosphorylation levels of Tyrphostin AG879-treated cells with either 

immunoblotting or immunofluorescence in culture. This does not mean that no 

tyrosine kinase inhibition was taking place. Given the high number of tyrosine 

kinases present in neural tissue, individual classes of tyrosine kinases probably only 

represent a small fraction of the total tyrosine phosphorylation seen in this system 

(Hunter 1987) and thus might not be observed. 

Trk-like kinases in the antennal lobe ofMandiica 

The possibility that a trk-like kinase is present in the developing antennal 

lobe is particularly intriguing because trk receptors are very important for 

mammalian neural development but their role in invertebrate neural development is 
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not well understood. In mammals, trk receptors are involved in developmental 

events ranging from cell survival to differentiation and maintenance (Snider 1994, 

Thoenen 1995, Bothwell 1995). Only a handful of invertebrate trk-like kinases have 

been identified and only one of those actually resembles a trk significantly and binds 

neurotrophins (Kesteren et al. 1998, Oishi et al. 1997 , Pulido et ai. 1993). We have 

just begun to clone trk-like kinases from the olfactory system of Manduca. 

Complete cloning and sequencing will be necessary to understand the relationship 

between Manduca trk-like kinases and vertebrate trk receptors. At least two 

different trk-like kinases are present in the olfactory system of Manduca based on 

initial attempts with reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reactions. So far, we do 

not know what the Manduca trk-like proteins resemble outside of their kinase 

domains. Manduca trk-like kinases may be similar to trk receptors only in their 

kinase domains and may function differently in development than do mammalian trk 

receptors, as appears to be the case for Dtrk (Pulido et al. 1993), or they may be 

similar beyond the kinase domain, as was the case for Ltrk (Kesteren et ai. 1998). 

To better understand the relationship between Tyrphostin AG879 inhibition 

of trk-like kinases and the process outgrowth of antennal-lobe neurons, further 

experiments are needed. First, the full length trk-like sequence must be cloned and 

expressed. In situ hybridization should be done to ensure that the protein is made in 

antennal-lobe neurons. Expressed functional trk-like kinase should then be analyzed 

biochemically for its ability to phosphorylate substrate and to be inhibited by 
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trk-specific tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Ideally, specific inhibition of the trk-like 

protein in culture and in the pupa would be developed. This could be in the form of 

a function-blocking antibody, or perhaps antisense oligonucleotides could be used. 

These techniques should minimize the amount of interference with other important 

cellular activities while inhibiting the activity of a specific group of neuronal 

proteins. 

In summary, future studies will elucidate the many roles tyrosine 

phosphorylation may play in the development of the olfactory system in Mandiica 

sexta. The work presented here can be used as background for further analysis of 

tyrosine kinases and their potential substrates in the developing antennal lobe. The 

prevalence of glomerular organization of the primary olfactory centers in most 

animals that smell (Hildebrand 1996, Hildebrand and Shepherd 1997), and the 

evolutionarily conserved nature of so many classes of tyrosine kinases (Hanks et al. 

1988, Fantl et al. 1993, Zipursky and Rubin 1994) suggests that further findings 

regarding tyrosine kinases in the developing antennal lobe of Manduca will aid our 

understanding of olfactory glomerulus development in both vertebrate and 

invertebrate systems. 
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